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Blue Apple  14 hours ago
Thank God for you Sean and all the brave men and women exposing these monsters. So horrible!

Godlyforce  14 hours ago
Dear Heavenly Father...please let the souls of these people...and children...rest peacefully after what these sick and evil people have done to them. Let them know that their deaths although disturbing...will be avenged and these evil tyrants will be brought to justice. In Jesus name we pray....amen

Saved by Grace  14 hours ago
Sadly the hemp oil is so expensive most normal households can't afford it. So as far as I'm concerned they are just as guilty as BIG PHARMA.

DroneWolf Media  10 hours ago (edited)
You need to stop keeping your faith in this dog and pony show that is Q. Trump is another puppet for the military industrial complex. How can you not see this after he just took us to war over FAKE NEWS? You do know that the surviving Jews of WW2 said the EXACT same thing you folks did, all the way up until they were sitting in

Brendalyn Gourley  10 hours ago
Go buy an island and get off mine. You're reasoning is why we are still here at this point 50~100 yrs later! Go back to watching Wheel of Fortune....you are not awake yet.

Brendalyn Gourley  9 hours ago
You talk of years before. To remedy this will take time. Hopefully not as long. You people???? Be glad we are finally seeing the light. Q got them off their asses...away from Candy Crush and American Idol to become Awakened.

2x 2 witness  9 hours ago
Take heart and don't fear so much...we all know how bad it is (and is yet to be revealed), but have some faith in God who is Himself intervening to save us from these works of the devil because enough righteous believers have repented for

the way  7 hours ago
aint that the truth,well said dronewolf......

Sean Thompson  6 hours ago
Bro your right but these hamsters love to be drip fed truth out if the water bottle in their cages. This guy along with others are complete sleeping shit. two weeks ago this douche was touting Trump as this Savior as he drops bombs on Syria. I could care less about back page. Small potatoes in the grand scheme and more
you are so right, these idiots are so full of fairy stories, that they have lost whatever critical thought they ever had. the chance of these guy's getting off their knees opening their eye's and 'doing' something is now remote.

Cat in canada  5 hours ago
DroneWolf Media You are almost right :) The human trafficking corridor known as M5 through Israel is what's up for grabs here. The families are fighting over it and it's flow thru Syria, turkey into and out of Israel. Trump is trying to keep it in the hands of the Jews. Assad is working for king of Spain Juan Carlos who is

Shannon Seikel  3 hours ago
unfortunately KNOW ONE knows about Q. Only those in the "know" knows about Q.    kelly seikel

Rose  _  2 hours ago
Brendalyn Gourley
Within this video is an interview with the doctor who was treating the people who were attacked with the "chemicals". This is why we're starting WW3? Maybe we should buy our own island. What am I saying! They would just come

Debbie Rizzo  2 hours ago
You have no idea what is transpiring behind closed doors. Trump would NEVER lead us astray. There's a reason he's doing this, and for now, it's not for us to know.

BOOTYBUTT JONES  2 hours ago
There are some stills on here supposedly from the video. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6v4-Yi4pMc

rgsmith71  2 hours ago
DroneWolf Media so the police just randomly pick out unarmed civilians and shoot them dead? You remind me of some CNN or HLN news hack.

Ironjaytrain2003  1 hour ago
DroneWolf Media you are lost. In Syria there is an opposition against Assad. ISIS. Guess who is running them? McCain. We bombed THEM. Not Assad.

Sandra Waldbeiser  1 hour ago
I pray that God will grant you to see the truth there is no truth in what you say

Mistuh Hankey  30 minutes ago
Sean Thompson . . . 25K sealed indictments prove your words are derived from stupidity. . . . U and that other dumbass

Mark Lokken  22 minutes ago
Debbie Rizzo from all I can gather. You are correct. Our country just may hav a reprieve from the evils of the world. Our country's liberties and freedoms may continue a bit longer. But eventually the USA will be taken over by the NWO

TaimoPR  12 hours ago (edited)
Treason is Constitutionally punishable by Death, so is Murder Is it not? We know the culprits. We have the proof. Let us not delay!!!
Shade Tree Solar 14 hours ago
As I live and breathe, I hope and pray that, That Laughing Hyena and all her Jackals get what she and they deserve, Q post 1099 “Bring back the gallows”

Bill Hohlbein 14 hours ago
I’ll tell you what...I was not a fan of President Trump but if he is able to stop this madness or even make a dent in it...he will be my favorite.

Teamhunley 12 hours ago
John Podesta for prison 2018

Texascurdog 14 hours ago
No Deals-No Mercy

Janet Garcia 14 hours ago
If there is a video, why aren't they arrested? Please answer this question.

T None 14 hours ago
Frustrated that people I try to tell about this don't want to hear it and/or don't believe it. How are people going to be able to handle it when it's exposed and Hillary is indicted? They will just say the vids and photos were doctored. Right?

Portland Public Market Garage 14 hours ago
no words...:(

Gia Love 14 hours ago
Thank you so much for keeping this alive. You’ll never know what it’s like for these parents whose children have been victimized and currently continue to be with corruption in Family Courts and Foster Care rulings. Our world is shattered.

Erin B 12 hours ago
I have finally found a channel that has exactly the news I am concerned about.

Rue Mor 14 hours ago
Thank you brother for your voice! She will burn. We may not get to see it, but she will burn.

basicdata 14 hours ago
They better pick up Hillary REAL SOON because more than a shoe will be thrown at her in Public Speeches or Book Signings or Graduation Ceremonies. This is a mighty powerful exposure that the massive population can no longer ignore. A CITIZEN arrest of a hue and cry should be so loud as to cause the very canopy of this wide world to Read more

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s
This is why the NWO want a third world war, the truth gets lost and 7 billion peasants get roasted in a nuclear conflict.

Very disturbing. Makes my soul cry.

speechless, I'll push the chair under their feet personally

this is so sick. I'm trying to fathom it in my mind. what did I just watch. if this is true get the army in and terminate everyone involved.

Grat video man... it's sad to even believe this could be going on. but knowing it's true is the hard part. I'm a father of 4 and I have 11 grandkids and I can't even imagine the pain these poor people have to endure. I was abused as a child and I know how hard life can be for another that been through that type of hell.

This must have been a tough video for you to do. May God keep you safe in his arms!

So now the new war will serve as the distraction from this info.

Do you still have any doubt about Trump's total control by the war industry? Wake up Sean, we are about to face Russia with precision guided missiles.

Some of them may escape justice here in this world but none of them will escape their final day of reckoning when they meet God's divine justice and face their eternal consequence and reap their just reward. I pray you return soon Jesus.

I am a mother. I just have such hatred towards these psychopaths. I think that burning in hell is too kind

You have already defined yourselves as 'Chattel' and are only 'fit to be rendered.' You are NOW going to focus on this 'State of Being'? 'Really?' I don't think you're ready for this... How are you going to fix THAT? You are PARALYZED. It appears you are doomed with 'uselessness...'
Heron 12 hours ago
Trust the PLAN. This is worldwide, and we need to get them ALL. There will be no war in Syria, Trump is playing them yet again.

View reply ▼

Fritzcat Barr 11 hours ago
There are no words for the horrors that abound. It makes me so sick and so very sad. I pray everyday that God puts an end to this absolute nightmare. It angers me so very much that these people are out and about laughing, traveling, indulging and murdering, while families suffer the loss of their loved ones and work three jobs just to feed their

View reply ▼

Henry Tucker 14 hours ago
Q has been great. A gift from God. But one thing that stands out is his frequent use of the term "evil". We all need to get back to that word and reject the culturally easier term "sick". Evil people are not "sick" - unless they have multiple personalities or hallucinate. Evil people can/should/will be punished. "Sick" people are objects of pity and study.

View reply ▼

Sharon Pickett 14 hours ago
It was so hard getting through this video. These are some demonic people. I don't know what to say, I'm at a loss for words. You did a really good job on the video. Thank you for your reporting. God Bless

View reply ▼

Anne Russell 14 hours ago
Please God hear us and save the children from this evil

View reply ▼

Richard Larson 14 hours ago
I pray these monsters get what they deserve.

View reply ▼

CHEWBACCA 14 hours ago
Still a five year sentence for trafficking of any sort is not Justice the sentence does not fit the crime even in a plea bargain scenario ! Life sentence not death sentence , no deals
If Clinton & HA had the skill to cut a girls facial skin off without killing her they have Read more

View reply ▼

Mark Shirley 14 hours ago
SO WHAT IS TRUMP WAITING FOR if this Weiner lap-top video of Killary is so damming?
Oh that's right, he's playing 3D chess and his pet 5G project isn't up and running yet.
Google December 2016 Trump/Macron/Satellites/Toulouse/Florida factory. Sorry guys, too many catholics all around Trump, including one he sleeps with and Mike Pence.
Read more

View reply ▼

MAGA May 14 hours ago
This both breaks my heart and makes me very angry. They are truly pure evil.

View reply ▼

BrokerBarber 14 hours ago
Ding Dong the Witch is gone! The song from The Wizard of Oz I will sing no shout from the rooftops when the Frazzled Rat & this Pedo Clintonistas gang is rounded up and hung, every single one!

View reply ▼
out tantrums they are nere andyou are educating people. you are a hero sir i have been a fan of yours for quite some time (and have followed others introduced to me

Read more

View all 2 replies ▼

Dustin Sjahem 14 hours ago
Thank you SGT for putting the truth out there. I’m sharing this video and asking everyone to subscribe to your channel too. I’ve posted it yo my Twitter as well.

View reply ▼

LostJohnny 13 hours ago
Thank you Sean, we are being screened from this in the UK. Jimmy Savile is old news which we never persued properly. The media was awash with paedophiles in the day but kept under the rugs. They just waited for them to pass away before exposure. Victims encouraged to show “stiff upper lip”

View all 4 replies ▼

Leonard Rix 12 hours ago
Dear God in Heaven destroy these people. They are not human.

View reply ▼

FlatEarth.GoesViral.net 11 hours ago
It's all a game. It's called Divide & Conquer. The people at the top 'Control Their PUPPETS'. You have to look at who Trump surrounds himself with. Lookup 'Puppet of Zion | Trump is the Swamp 🪴' on youtube and then question the propaganda.

View reply ▼

David777111 11 hours ago
Seems like I got locked out of my own facebook. So I went in with a new incognito window. I put the link to this video on there through the new incognito window. If I'm already locked out normally I might as well put this video on it too. This is the strongest video I seen on youtube. I thought the video they had was just a sex video I didn't it had

Read more

View reply ▼

Kim Makowski 12 hours ago
I cannot get used to the horror of this I get sick and every time it doesn't get easier I just can't take it without knowing that they will have to pay for this somehow

View reply ▼

Miss understood 13 hours ago
The time is now these people need to be killed in slow methodically painful ways. It is actually biblical eye for an eye. And it should be public I don't want to see it I simply want Justice. Out raged nothing has been done. If I had the opportunity is give my life to take there's. They are not human. I tell you they are not

View reply ▼

Youtubejunkie 13 hours ago
I've known of this and worse for years now. Never speak of it to others since you cannot forget once you know. We must face all of this, we owe it to the victims. And we must know in order to take appropriate action from a place of real horror.

View reply ▼

steve 14 hours ago
Thanks Sean. God bless.

View reply ▼

99 RedB 14 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsP46YiTEx&ts=6s
View reply

Stacey Brooks  14 hours ago
Sean, thank you for delivering this information in a sensitive way. I have been very hesitant to post this information on my social media but this video is perfect. God Bless you for taking on this topic successfully.

Geoff Molyneux  14 hours ago
HRC & co are playing it remarkably cool for such a video hanging over them etc?

K D  14 hours ago
Thank God You Put THIS OUT THERE!!! KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK!!!

Cjames11  14 hours ago
OMG

Lou Kane  14 hours ago
Hang em all now case close

Theresa Savoy  13 hours ago
The children's angels stand before the Father, And believe me, they will not get away with their Satanic deeds. As for the Elites, UN and their NWO, have you checked out the Universal 7 Noahide Laws, that Bush Sr's (the NWO proclamation) Signed into law, and the UN has adopted too? From the Oral Talmudic Kabbalah Illuminati laws? And the Read more

I need truth  7 hours ago
Sean your a good man. I said all along Trump would deceive his people. Tragic. God bless.

havfaith S.  12 hours ago
This why Hollywood pushes violence, so we will grow cold like them. Then they could do whatever they wanted.

Rachel Morosky  14 hours ago
It is hard to respond to those who have no hope that things will change, and I confess I have felt that way too at times. I still try to trust the plan and agree that Trump has made some great strides toward exposing this facet of the deep state. It's comments like these, from Voat/pizzagate that we have to be at least aware of. Read more

Dirk Jackson  14 hours ago
VERY SAD IN DEED.

mom k  13 hours ago
these horrors are unimaginable. I pray that Jesus will judge these evil murderers and I pray that they will be exposed so that this never happens again. Please Jesus come save these children
Rayman Goin 11 hours ago (edited)
This is luciferianism at its peak and it was before and is Rising again. These monsters is what hell was created for. there is no Redemption for them nor would they choose it even if it were. the love of benevolent evil can never be changed and those in it must be purged and put down like rabid dogs let them wait in the ground for the judgment to
Read more
2  REPLY

ehalfBend 8 hours ago
I don't doubt this exists but nothings going to be done unfortunately. Or they'll go close down more escort sites and claim victory.
2  REPLY

JacquesBeard 11 hours ago
They roasted Jacque de Molas testicles infront of him before he was executed, Bill Clintons nuts in a pan? - Sounds good to me. Orange jumpsuits for the lot of them followed by torture and execution - Inhuman monsters deserve no better.
2  REPLY

Military Grade Gear 14 hours ago
I must be missing something. They have a video showing these horrible actions that make people seek psychological treatment but no one is arrested? When is the “right” time to act? If the evidence is that strong I don't see how someone can be protected and it kept a secret. Be careful what what you want believe to be real and what is real.
2  REPLY

View reply ▼

Richard Castor 13 hours ago
Brothers and Sisters - do not despair - all will be brought to justice in the end. Read all of Psalm 2.
“You shall break them with a rod of iron and dash them in pieces like a potter’s vessel”
2  REPLY

Joe k.i Smithlukh.u have 8 hours ago
The horror is in your mind not mine but you tried
1  REPLY

Dan Taras 11 hours ago
As horrible as this video is, spread it to your family and friends. The faster people get woken up, the quicker the punishment will come
2  REPLY

s law 14 hours ago (edited)
this is all known info. all these people have been known pedos for decades! I has one person with these connections every gone to jail...it exactly. not one ever. # he's one of them... you know it...it's all a world TV "program" .. I'll kiss ur toe if any of these ppl you speak of go to jail...#Q smh
2  REPLY

mmavaw70 8 hours ago
If you believe them crooks will go to jail...you're plain stupid!!!
2  REPLY

On The Brink Report 14 hours ago
I want to see the video. I want the world to see it. It needs to be seen what these monsters do. This is the only way to shake people out of their trance.
2  REPLY

Ryan Kopp 4 hours ago
THANK YOU, Shawn for your hard work and all that you do for all of us. This viewer, subscriber and writer greatly appreciates your channel more than words can convey....
Glow Worm  7 hours ago
Hillary might as well be sitting in the Oval Office today. We're getting the same actions and results.

Leslie  13 hours ago
Hell is not hot enough for these monsters.

Kim Makowski  12 hours ago
I want to say shame on Megyn Kelly I get more sickened by her everyday I wish you would go away, she's disgusting I'd love to have a five minute conversation with her

View reply

Dale Highfield  12 hours ago
I know right! Some people just don't get that TRUMP HAS GOT THIS! WAKEY WAKEY PEOPLE! IT'S THE BIG FAT AWAKENING! APRIL SHOWERS! 2018 WILL BE GLORIOUS!

View reply

Tony Ward  13 hours ago
As for these people facing justice, I'll believe it when I see it.

View reply

Bob Dobalina  14 hours ago
Death to them all.

View reply

Heidi Blake  14 hours ago
God Bless Donald Trump in this spiritual war. THANK YOU FOR THIS WONDERFUL PRODUCTION. HOPEFULLY SOME WILL WAKE UP SO WE CAN CHANGE THIS WORLD ☀️❤️

View reply

Randal R  14 hours ago
Obey the Constitution, it's the only solution.

View reply

Lige Pendergraft  10 hours ago (edited)
It's interesting to watch you defend Trump, especially now that he wants to invade Syria for the greater Israel project. Once I thought this channel was here to help, now I see it's part of the cover up of trump.

View reply

Albert G  14 hours ago (edited)
Lets not forget hillarys email describing in her own words to sacrificce a "chicken" to moloch. Most people dont even know who moloch is. Just an FYI moloch doesnt like chickens ... He prefers children and always has since being described in the bible, let alone the followings of the mystery religions. The bible has passages urging us to wipe

Read more

johnlocke445  32 minutes ago
I'm done with Trump. I sent his campaign $300 which was money I could not afford. I voted for him, my wife voted for him and my four boys voted for him. Now, I'm watching him attack Syria along with the NEOCONS of Britain and France and the globalists are having an orgasm because of this. "Q" said April would be the month of arrests. Well,

Read more

Jeff Tormey  11 hours ago
Where was the last piece of video from? Israel rocks 14 hours ago
(Q) I KNOW YOU ARE READYING MY POST.Make Sure They Are Tortured First!!!! Before You Hang These Sick Son Of Bitches.

View all 3 replies

Candy Clews 12 hours ago
No one wants to see the video evidence but how else will people believe. My father in law says if it's not on the BBC he won't believe it. We cherish a photo of him with the Queen - which we have all been so proud of. Is it true? If so, the British Royal family members have to be held to account - publicly.

View reply

Irishross 6msc 6 hours ago
Great video... THE AWAKENING IS COMING... I MAY OUR LIRD JESUS CRIST GIVE US THE STRENGTH AND THE WISDOM TO EXPOSE AND DESTROY THIS SOULLESS EMPTY AND HEARTLESS ANIMALS #elites##!!

View reply

Becky Adams 12 hours ago
Praise God! But for Backpage CEO five years, even on a plea deal is absolutely not enough time!!!

View reply

halfbend 9 hours ago
Shutting down backpage doesn't do a thing to stopping pedogate friend. Just for show and probably the guy had dirt on the FBI for all we know. FBI had to gather up the evidence against the elite,

View reply

Zebra Pass 13 hours ago
I still like Mellisa HoneyBee's "PedoSadist"; but PedoVore has promise too.

View reply

Marcus Billings 5 hours ago
Well Sean, you've lost me. Not for bringing this stuff to light, but because you continue to believe this clap-trap about Trump and "Q" stopping these outrages. First, Backpage.com investigation has been going on for at least three years. Secondly, "Q" has said nothing about why we are bombing the shit out of Syria and killing

Read more

View reply

Pablo Medina 13 hours ago
Thats why i renounced my association with the masons, and pursued Jesus Christ/ YaShuah haMashiack.

View reply

Fake News 53 minutes ago
If Hillary and Huma really did that, why are they not in prison now? If I were in a position to leak that tape to the public, it would be viral by now. If true, people need to know and the perpetrators need to be held to account. We can't have shit like that going on in this world.

View reply

living life 14 hours ago
What you have is "truther" channels that have been wrong for years and are scorned. Then some channels don't want to be wrong due to ego. There are a couple small channels that bad talk anyone who has more subscribers than them. People should get out of their garages and Hoosier back yards and do research.

View reply
If that doesn’t make you tear up to hear the last 3 or 4 min of that video then nothing will.....

Bless You Mr Trump! For your SELFLESS SERVICE, God and his ARMY IS WATCHING OVER YOU AND YOUR FAMILY. Love You!

This is so sad. Thank God 4 q people

Awesome and earth shattering video today. God bless and help us all to end this Shit once and for all... WWG1WGA!

This is so sad. Thank God 4 q people

Wow. i don't want this to be true but i feel and fear it is all too real (and prob much worse than what is even described here ); i've always believed that whatever scenario one can think of, no matter how heinous, has happened or is happening somewhere on this planet - the spectrum of both good and evil is constrained only by the imagination. Read more

where is Michael Aquino pedo gate, pedovore his kind sickness?

You've got tremendous balls my friend, to post these videos, i only hope that they don't come after you, because it won't be enough to just take down the video's. My only question is, if they have this much evidence already, why isn't that witch in a cage yet?

Hey SG I normally really appreciate your content and comprehensive analysis. But really this Trump thing is something you need to let go, ASAP! I mean he most certainly was a much much much better option than the Witchy Clinton but after his strike on Syria, surrounding himself with Israel firster Jewish neocons and reentrance back into TPP, General, the world is a sham and the 1% will

The Island... The Island... The Island is on fire... Burn mthrfrkr burn.

At this point with Trump giving the chemical attacks as Assad’s going following through with bombing missions we now know the truth. Trump is no better or wiser than his predecessors. He is part of the cabal. Q is nothing more than a LARP spreading disinformation to give validity to Trump. General, the world is a sham and the 1% will

Oh Dear God please remove this evil from our earth. This is horrific!! And she’s not in Gitmo???? Come on! get her arrested NOW!
love upon you  Adonai
Read more

Ryan Kopp  4 hours ago
Again, THANK YOU for your honesty, loyalty, conviction and steadfast dedication to the truth and cause on the reality of the evil and wickedness that is present in our society and the world. God bless you, Shawn!

Ozinga  13 hours ago
We need to take a page from Kim Jong un's book and feed these motherfuckers to a pack of wild dogs.

ash smitty  5 hours ago
Q anon is placating everyone. Q anon is a distraction. Says a lot of nothing that nothing can be done about.

Annette Falbo  14 hours ago
My god why aren't we marching in the streets why aren't we all screaming at the tops of our lungs in the streets and demanding these evil people are arrested and put to death. I'm so angry and disgusted and literally sickened. God help us all...

Frank Oliva  11 hours ago
Obviously I know this exists, most of us know but reading what Hillary n Huma "did", I can just say WOW, this is a sick world

Joseph M  12 hours ago
God is in control their day will come soon, very soon.

Joel Tompkins  14 hours ago
Do they do these things to children because they are the closest to Jesus and God? . They all need to suffer for this .

vagrant wanderer  12 hours ago
Very fucking disturbing........horrfic

withoutexcuse2011  2 hours ago (edited)
Sean, I've been following your site since you began years ago - I like what you do and represent. That said, all I suggest is that the FACTS be given higher priority than speculation and wishful thinking. The fact is that in spite of hundreds of promises of "justice to come", NOTHING HAS CHANGED - no Fat Cat criminals have been indicted, Read more

Russian Bot  11 hours ago
Okay, my anger has been very great already, I have steam coming out of my eyes, I will do the only thing left to me, I will get down on my knees and Pray to Jesus the Christ for Justice and Mercy and to hold her little soul in his arms to blot out the horror of her life. Amen

John gatti  8 hours ago
Too bad nothing will happen. It never does.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YtEs&ts=6s
father Satan will be beyond words, they will receive a million times the torture and punishment they gave to these innocent children and others, and there torture will

Sojourner omnyway 14 hours ago
A five year term for money laundering is hardly adequate considering backpage ran the largest on-line child sex trafficking marketplace in the world... This is not justice. It's just a carousel.

Zorbacci O 12 hours ago
Backpage is nothing. Do you really think the elites used backpage? Give me a break.

IAMi Music 14 hours ago
They openly call us sheep and cattle but mostly call us gentiles goyium......satan's children days are coming to an end one way or another.......

Randal R 14 hours ago
Now you know why they kept Jack the Ripper protected.

Julian Valent 11 hours ago
YouTube better not freakin touch this video. This information needs to get out.

Gaz Cos 7 hours ago
trump has been compromised...we are on the brink of WAR ......its over peeps.

Jay Cardon 11 hours ago
@SGTREPORT & "Q" and any subscribers... it only takes 10 minutes on Google or YouTube to see how corrupt President Trump is. Drain the Swamp? More like Bait & Switch!!!
After a year of playing checkers on the masses with the constant destabilizing
Read more

Beebob A 10 hours ago
Only five years ? 😐

Michael Bartkowicz 11 hours ago
No, brothers and sisters,two women having sex with a minor won't make grown men cry, two women eating a minor girl WILL

Dawn Thompson 14 hours ago
I want those monsters to pay. I want them all to pay!!!

Bella 11 hours ago
The photo you put up of the Evil Witch shows it well 🤦‍♀️ EVIL
WE MUST PROTEST AT ANY PUBLIC APPEARANCE SHE MAKES THIS DAY FORWARD
UNTIL SHES HUNG !!

M She 10 hours ago
Five?? FIVE YEARS?? OMG. DEATH PENALTY!!!
Wait till the satanic demons face judgment thank you Jesus for your precious gift of salvation by your blood we are washed clean and redeemed amen these satanic trolls should be brought to Justice and face severe penalties every single one.

Jenn Has 12 hours ago
This is disturbing I have no words I have small children and the thought that these people were held in high places and our country trusted them I am surprised America still stands I'm not surprised God hasn't just wiped us off the earth..

Double Cherry 1 hour ago
The little boy made me cry. Only evil keeps the plant weed from the people. Who will step up and ensure those guilty are punished for Treason and other Crimes in our government. Constitution says the people... yet everyone is asleep....

Michael Bartkowicz 11 hours ago
No, my brothers and sisters, the video isn't about pedophile activity, two women having sex with a minor won't make grown men cry

SeanPMLeviathen 11 hours ago
Thanks Sean. I've been thinking about this almost nonstop since the HRC video details dropped. I know its not confirmed but I feel the truth of it in my bones.

Donald Trump 9 hours ago
Sorry America

Madam Mortified 14 hours ago
I see that no one has been arrested.

Orlando Valerino 12 hours ago
This Trump Train/Q nonsense totally ignores the fact that Trump and Clinton have been long time friends. It was Bill Clinton who convinced Trump to run in the first place. Trump is a puppet of Israel plain and simple and proven by his actions.

About Time 10 hours ago
I watch every one of your vids. You have been saying this for a very long time now. If there is this horrible vid like you say why don't they arrest her right now today? Maybe so she can keep doing it. It does not make sense. She has enough other crimes against her and still nothing. Every month calm before the storm. Now April showers. Nothing. No Read more

Beachwood Gardens 12 hours ago
That girl at the end is NOT lying. No one can act like that. She is telling the truth.

Cat in canada 5 hours ago
Funny but Trump calls Jeff Epstein a "great guy and long time friend" too. Funny that. You should check out MS human trafficking corridor in and out of Israel and who gets to control it in turn controlling the Jew crime syndicates. It's all in the familia Sean. All of it. There is no deep state.....there are only families and their minions.
Kayden Grevson 9 hours ago
Well you better hope that tonight's developments are a grand bluff on Trump's part!!! Cuz tonight the game really does change one way or the other.

1 REPLY

guelle kanista 21 minutes ago
I really want to hear your interpretation of the Syria Attacks and specially Trumps Speech. Which was a Masterpiece in War Propaganda. It's a sad day.

1 REPLY

horsefaceemily 13 hours ago
The men of America will soon be fighting back, they just have to change there dipper's.

1 REPLY

Preachin OldSchool 14 hours ago
Hang'em High!

2 REPLY

Patriotic Angel 15 hours ago
Pray that all evil is vaporized

3 REPLY

CSAcitizen Feather 11 hours ago (edited)
Hillary is protecting herself as usual - she has had a child & baby trafficking ring since the 1970's. She is so evil and a black Aleister Crowley witch, as is her daughter Chelsea.

Read more

2 REPLY

Benjamin Karazi 8 hours ago
Forget everything and just get CBD oil, that's what it is all about, the video! $$$$,$$$,$$$,$$,$$...?

1 REPLY

L may 13 hours ago (edited)
These criminals should be given life with out parole doing hard labor

2 REPLY

Smart3DWeb 14 hours ago
Q YOU HEAR THIS LOUD & CLEAR ... YOU MUST RELEASE THE NAMES, ADDRESSES, PHOTOS & VIDEOS FOR ALL THE PUBLIC TO CHOOSE TO SEE OR NOT TO SEE ... YOU CANNOT HIDE ANY EVIDENCE OR RESTRICT ANY EVIDENCE TO ONLY A FEW VIEWING because you think we, the people, cannot handle it ... well quite frankly we can't handle

Read more

1 REPLY

Jason Carswell 35 minutes ago
Encyclopedia articles you may edit and contribute to:
https://infogalactic.com/info/Pedophocracy
https://infogalactic.com/info/List_of_acknowledged_pedophilia_elites
https://infogalactic.com/info/List_of_alleged_pedophilia_elites

Read more

1 REPLY

bè 4 hours ago
don't forget > jesuit order white popes and black pope (Arturo Sosa) kath. church > pedophily and satanism

1 REPLY

Troy Alexander 14 hours ago
These people are TRULY EVIL and Killary is one of the worst of the worst!!!
To actually cleanse the Earth, the Rothschilds and Windsors must be brought down forever. Even if that means taking out our "Trusted Allies" Britain & Israel.

Diogo Emiliano 14 hours ago
Hilary is not at the Oval Office, because of her conditions, she is having involuntary movements and flows of humor, common in people that has problems at the nervous system, and it's something big!

cinematic35 11 hours ago
Hell below is being prepared for the likes of these diabolical monsters!

A. Clark 9 hours ago
Trump will end all this. Trust our president people.

Charles H 2 hours ago
Sean - what words can I say.

Dawn Cantagallo 1 hour ago
Thank you, someone has to bring this out. OUR FATHER bless you for yours for efforts here.

a. banks. 7 hours ago (edited)
Suffer the little children to come unto me, saith the Lord....

Father Kevin Annett tried to warn people (about several years back) about the evils of not only the British Royal Family and many supposed royal families of Europe and the

Read more

Home Is Where My House Is 6 hours ago
Sadly believed this for many years but nobody listens.

Mic 12 hours ago
Its not that I think Q is a LARP. Its just very hard to expect a different outcome with the same players, same behavior. Insanity

randomly28 12 hours ago
This truth needs to be known by all! Damn all those blind fools who can't see the evil right in front of us!

Rix Pix 13 hours ago
KEA...LGSEO!

Charles Patterson 10 hours ago
ACCEPT

Charles Patterson 10 hours ago
THIS IS A CONTRACT. Your active signature is 'not needed...'
Charles Patterson 10 hours ago (edited)

You 'chattel' will forget about this by tomorrow and by then you will be focused on more entertainments. This is probably just another schadenfreude-istic (kids sure love a good carnival!) visit to another 'Treblinka.' You can pretend 'you care' for a few minutes if that makes you 'feel good,' But you are 'reliable' and your (self-indicated) MASTERS will have their way. You would pretend you have a 'will.' You are paralyzed. Too weak to contemplate such things and as a result you have given up your humanity (on a voluntary basis) and NOW you want to complain? You are 'in deficit.' You are an 'abbreviated fraction' of a 'human' so enjoy your little journey into fantasy.

You are 'Chattel' and you are (??likely?) already DEAD.

Show less

KundaliniandCelltowers 1 second ago

So what do you suggest? The elites are already prepped for a hot war. Is physical rebellion actually an option at this point? Everyone hopes that a public 'awakening' and tribunals by military white knights will set things straight. Is that fantasy in your opinion? What's a viable plan B?

Show less

Charles Patterson 10 hours ago

Now we seal the contract:

Show less

Charles Patterson 10 hours ago (edited)

I don't think you are ready for an 'adulthood.' Do YOU know what this means? It might mean that you 'get off your (dead?) ass' and move - it can be stopped, but you are 'tired.' Have you ever 'tried' in your Life?

I WANT to see YOU 'STRUGGLE.' IF you do not move you have DEFINED yourselves 'sufficient to be judged' as you have made that declarative sentence simply by TACIT APPROVAL. Are you comfortable? I wouldn't want to ruin your 'happy Life.' You are likely an ABBREVIATED fraction of a 'man' and certainly 'not responsible.' YOU are paralyzed. Now pretend 'you care' and go back to your silly pursuits. This is YOUR responsibility but I will not hold my breath...TOO WEAK.

Show less

Charles Patterson 9 hours ago

ALL OF US must to 'try' a little harder to make sure this SGT episode is not just another 'temporary detour into reality' only to get right back on the road to extinction.

Show less

Kauni S. 10 hours ago

ALL of These monsters need execution....

Show less

Laura Steinberg 14 hours ago

They couldn't do the right thing and indict clinton because comey is a Pedo and they have the videos on him. He is a complete freak!

Show less

TheArtOfQuietBear 13 hours ago

They. Must. Pay.

Show less

Colonel VonHagen 14 hours ago

hey sean, thanks for your work. Do you have any shred of evidence that link these guys to french politics, anything? I am french and I'd like to see if there is any link to our current situation in France.

Show less

Jan M 14 hours ago
how God has kept His patience and not set the world on fire with this repulsiveness, well, it is more than our human limitations can understand, obviously, because we are still here. Vengeance is Mine, saith the Lord—and what a vengeance it will be. The rage I feel cannot compare to the victims of these horrific rituals, and my human heart wishes... eternity is a long long time ! Lord protect the children and bring the evil ones to justice!!

unbelievably evil and sick and horrible!!

How God has kept His patience and not set the world on fire with this repulsiveness, well, it is more than our human limitations can understand, obviously, because we are still here. Vengeance is Mine, saith the Lord—and what a vengeance it will be. The rage I feel cannot compare to the victims of these horrific rituals, and my human heart wishes... eternity is a long long time ! Lord protect the children and bring the evil ones to justice!!

Just reading the screen shot was beyond horrific brought me to tears. its disturbing I don't have words to describe those demons. Thank you Lord for bringing this to light. Thank Sean for another excellent vid, God bless you and your family!

Is there such a word as cudos,kudos . does hillary have that. Is that real .

Some disease that hillary is suppose to have .

most people can't or won't believe that what sgt reports is reality and if they do not open there own eyes darkness will consume their lives !!!!! god bless all and i love sgt report !

How many adore hillary that also are doing what she has done. And with no morals , Chelsea would have been molested. Will she also do that to her children?

Trump is doing good things for our country.

god dam it this shit is real its time to do something drastic with these monsters

An eye for an eye. These people should experience the same torture or worse than their victims. They should be skinned alive very slowly. All of them!

To hell with a trial for these scum. Just execute them.

Trump just got us in WWIII with his bombing of Syria
I have known about pedovore people, for couple years now! Have seen the little girls Interview at the end and it still makes me tremble, stomach turns, and great sorrow!

God bless, every poor soul that endures this evil. Please Lord have mercy, for We the

Belinda van der westhuizen 9 hours ago
God in HEAVEN, A nooze around their neck is too kind. I would burn them at a stake ALIVE! When is Donald Trump going to act??

kegorogers 12 hours ago
I was eager to be informed until the 13:25 mark. I had to walk away from my computer for about 10-15 minutes before continuing the video. I recently subscribed to your channel because the content is excellent.

Read more

nicosogrecos 7 hours ago
Gave this a like even though it made me sick but it has to be exposed so well done Sean for making this horror exposing video. This must be stopped now and put and end to anymore suffering innocents.

Ten Eleven 13 hours ago
The YouTube channel really graceful had a video out I was going to watch but it’s no longer available and it just came out today. I got a feeling it was a good video.

Ten Eleven 13 hours ago
Would they arrest Hilary for Gaddaffi death? Certainly for the other crimes I hope

PLASTICDADA II 12 hours ago
Great Lord!

Dael Anthony 14 hours ago
These devils have turned us all into pedovores as part of their satanic plan for humanity.
Did you know that they use the kidneys of aborted baby fetuses as flavor enhancers? A product called senomyx is used by companies like Pepsico and Nestle.

Read more

Darren Cannell 14 hours ago
I love your content and I support you on Patreon. I believe things will change in the realm of Pedo’s and traffickers, but what many of us want to see is killary and berry in prison! That is what we believe we will never see happen.

Root Fukashm 5 hours ago
The Powers-that-be own the world

iTrove 14 hours ago
these creatures blood thirst will never be satisfied. I say lock them all together and let them feed on each other until it is over.
Thanks for the video. I remember the episode on 60 minutes Australia.

Barbara Ziering 10 hours ago
This is why the wrath of God is coming. This goes way too deep.

Happy Gilmore 14 hours ago
Public hangings so that there is no doubt of the outcome.

Stuart Alexander 13 hours ago
Please just give me two minutes in a room, alone, with any one of them. Please.

Sam Camp 13 hours ago
Hope I live long enough to see the day these ANIMALS hang.

Stukaman 11 hours ago
Thank you for connecting so many putrid and despicable dots. People have to forget what the Kardashians had for lunch today or where they went on vacation and wake up to the horror to which they have blissfully been oblivious. May your efforts bring this sordid and demonic saga to a stunning conclusion, and quickly. Know that a holy and

Troy Ramsier 14 hours ago
Trump has been on the Lolita Express, check flight log. Guilty By Association?

Nothingsgoingtohappen.

Jeremiah Figueroa 11 hours ago
Trump is the swamp.

Kathy Lewis 12 hours ago
Im.Christian.but those demonic Bs! !! Father God give them what they have coming to them God!! A quickening in their Harvest now!! Thank you Father God! Bring your kingdom power to earth in these situations with these people! Amen

Kathy Lewis 12 hours ago
Wow! I'm totally disgusted! What the he**!!!

Kathy Lewis 11 hours ago
Who can we trust????!! If anyone!! God send your son back for us!!!

Sean Thompson 6 hours ago
Bro you don't know anything you're talking about. Following Q is a classic Rex herring. Still waiting on those indictments. Still waiting on Trump to liberate us. Oh wait by liberating children and traffickers he must have meant drop bombs on Syria instead. Yeah let's handle that first before we handle the sickness here. Well at least back page
其他司法管辖区也是如此。

Angela Power-Disney  4 小时 ago
这一直是我的工作。这是我发布过的最勇敢的视频，我祈祷它能传播开来，导致终结这些罪行。

Anthony Robinson  6 小时 ago
无论“精英”这些人是否被追究责任，他们都不值得生活在人类中。

ellocoexcalibur  14 小时 ago
Horric！Oh God! 请花一点时间来审判做这些事情的人！我呼求赞美主，因为主来！荣耀主！赞美主！

Adam Coleman  8 小时 ago (已编辑)
NO ProPaganDUH HERE! 如已故的伟大Leonard Cohen所说，“你想要它更暗吗？如果女巫已经让她的蹄子在阁楼里回响，我们唤醒了它，它已经在体内了。总是让人感到欣慰，当我听到除了我之外的任何人称呼邪恶者，伯爵！

hufemeve  10 小时 ago
对不起，但最近的军事行动在叙利亚，被特朗普批准了。这意味着他已经由深层状态和任何其他事情就成了烟雾，他没有在追捕任何人，他不会介意在干完家伙之后。他就会继续假装，更新并使用Q来制造虚假希望。......对不起兄弟，这都是为了美国。

Michael Dob  4 小时 ago
不错，这是个好主意。善良的基督徒女士，她知道一些。

Thank You SGT. Love and Blessings, and Prayers for you and your family. God Bless xx

KM MINING  6 小时 ago
SGTREPORT：请哦，请做更多的调查。关于Madeleine McCann的故事和停止将Podestas与她的案件联系起来。它会分散你视频中的一小部分。这不是第一次，我在这之前已经评论过，令人遗憾。

Politically-Incorrect, A Canadian Viewpoint  14 小时 ago
我去拜访一个朋友，我已经有好几年没见了。我读了她的药，我看了她对SGT的现场报道，然后我又和其他人... 她几乎无法相信我所讲的一切，但她知道在好车上，她是个好女人，她知道这一点。谢谢我。爱与祝福，为你们和你的家人祈祷。上帝保佑。

Kno Name777  9 小时 ago
极好的视频，总是喜欢！

Nancy Goo  11 小时 ago
这不能继续下去。这些邪恶的人不能离开地球。逮捕他们并释放视频。我很伤心，它就像一部恐怖片。让他们站起来，然后把他们放火。这个世界必须从这种邪恶中净化。

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFsPp46YiEs&ts=6s
the fight and may He keep you strong while dealing with digging into these horrors daily.....

skeptic tank 14 hours ago
Please tell me where I can see the whole interview with that poor girl. Thanks. BTW, I'm one of the ones that says Hillary will never be tried, but I desperately hope that I'm wrong about that.

skeptic tank 11 hours ago
What do you think of your but Trump now?

Bad Actor 14 hours ago
Gather Ye Rope....

David Hall 7 hours ago
Blessings to you brother Sean the girl at the made my eyes cry, please yashua return asap, trust in the father above Elohim and yashua blessings to every body from goudhurst Kent, my own dad didn't the same S_ _ t and I don't have any family any more , it's a mess up world we live in, blessings to you all listening keep up the good work

Laurie Barry 1 hour ago
I don't understand if law officers have seen this video why Hillary and Huma are still free. Makes no sense. People have been arrested immediately for far less horrific acts caught on tape.

Doug Roby 8 hours ago
Exposing the SINS of the people in key positions of government just ain't enough. It is by GOD'S standards that if WE do not kill the evil for the sake of future generations then we subject them to it. It is distorted and mutated morality to allow evil to continue to sacrifice children and not kill the perpetrators because we misinterpreted the bible Read more

Give Meabreak 12 hours ago
Burn that Cunt on!

crystalshipful 14 hours ago
Q could be the plumber at the White House or some right wing flunkie journalist unable to form complete sentences. Either way, he is just another blip on the media spin dial.

crystalshipful 14 hours ago
Check out the video where the female states attorney General of Pennsylvania addresses a news conference following the Sandusky verdict. The badged masons of the state police stand behind her, flashing their mason signs like a norteno in SanQuentin. Then, the commandeer of the state popo takes the Mic, and says exactly Read more

crystalshipful 14 hours ago
A member of the DuPont family decided to rape his 6 month old daughter. I think he MAY have done six months in jail.

Jason King 14 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s
Caren Willaby-Moore  13 hours ago
Backpage has always been SO OBVIOUS!!! I'm just a nobody and I could see it. How did it go unnoticed for so long, or did it now?. MANY rich, dark, and powerful people BACK all of this "whoremongering"!...and you can bet it's still going on and not slowed down one bit! AND..
Read more

Reply

7 hours ago
Here's what bothers me most, people telling me to be patient because 'it takes time' and "trust the plan" BS. I can be patient until I die but what about all the little children still being raped, tortured and murdered while we are all "being patient"...huh, what about them dammit? I say expose the damn darkness and to hell with those who "can't Read more

Reply

13 hours ago
Jesus you love the little children. You said, "Let them come to me " Oh sweet Jesus we know that these " Little Ones" are with you now. Your words tells us that it is for You to avenge. We ask you Jesus to bring Your wrath down upon these evil, demonized, disgusting beings now so that they won't be able to harm not one more of Your precious

Reply

5 hours ago
"illegal wars based on lies" Sean, what happened last night in Syria was exactly that. Either the people you talk about in this video have DJT by the balls, or he too is part of it. I suspect the latter. The scenery is being moved. People are being thrown under the bus, but the actors remain. Window dressing. Q is hopium

Reply

13 hours ago
I can' even wrap my mind around this, it's beyond disturbing. They're not even human. Take them all down now!!!!

Reply

5 hours ago
My heart goes out to that young woman :( such an innocent pretty little thing

Reply

11 hours ago
16:25 Brantford not Branton

Reply

14 hours ago
... just this to say, All Different Various Bibles say this, Regardless how may different interpretations. " All Came From Darkness", read between the lines is way Too Easy... jus sayin, Sorry Folks...

Reply

7 hours ago
Tick Tock MuthaF—kers
Just a matter of time

Reply

2 hours ago
Syria overnight bombing a distraction/clean up of evidence ?...its all coming out and many good (real) journalists are coming out of "censor" bondage going for the fences.... tidal wave of truths (facts) all coming out... Be nice to the red pilled newbies... its a painful process...

Reply

12 hours ago
So horrifying that anyone could be this evil. God bless all the innocents and bring justice
4trahasis 14 hours ago
'Global,' you say?
Sounds like "European style socialism."

Jonathan Carmona 12 hours ago
Excellent video - tough; hard hitting. It would help to put something very positive at the end of such videos. At least a scripture. Something to negate the heaviness and the evil talked about. I'm so glad though, that these things are finally being talked about. I'm so glad that the hope of justice is FINALLY coming to light!

Rian Johnson Sux 13 hours ago
Trump cucked us. Just launched on Syria with no evidence. Russia will be responding. That's not negative that's reality. Get your s'mores out... gonna be a hot one.

12 legged Sasquatch... 10 hours ago
Hanging would be too good for them...

Todd Schroeder 12 hours ago
It needs to be exposed and stopped as soon as possible

Karen Dickson 11 hours ago
God bless you for being brave enough to expose the truth. Others can go to ITCCS.org
To verify information, they try to bash this site by saying it's fake, but don't even children do that when they are caught in a lie?!!!

WWII Kittyhawk 8 hours ago
Look up WWDJD from the comments of that kill floor photo

John Klett 3 hours ago (edited)
I want to be covered in their blood, sword in hand, one right after the other, each pedophile dying the first of a thousand deaths, over and over, for all eternity...
There is no end to my hatred for these Babylonian freaks and I want to look into their eyes as they perish... in hell!

hadi fehlauer 6 hours ago
Please Mr Trump forget Abt any wars, but PLEASE, PLEASE kill These Hillary pedo clans.
Never thought or heard of Things like that on this Video, till I have been Grandma. No, no, no, if WE do Not care Now kids will be lost it is a satanic Bloody Environment Full

Wee Joe 4 hours ago
The thing riling decent people is the fact that "nothing" ever seems to get done about ANY of these sleazy rats, this includes; MPs/congressmen/women, lobbyists, actors/actresses, movie executives, musicians and those who hold absolute power, the Pope, Queen (her son Andrew bedding 14yr olds) and so on.......Saddam Husseyn was
Read more

warsane1 14 hours ago
Until we shed light on Antarctica we have nothing. Please do some research.
seem quite as significant as this evil. It takes a lot of courage to put this into out. My
God, this is the most horrible acts of humanity...I really hope I live to see justice brought
Read more

4/14/2018 (17645) #PEDOVORE: THE HORROR IS SYSTEMIC & GLOBAL - YouTube

Ayam Sinas 14 hours ago
May Allah punish these devils.

Raquel L 15 hours ago
Pretty sure people need proof they are all in gitmo

nevile bartos 12 hours ago
I think Trump is in it with the khazharian Nazis in Israel... unless he is lieing about striking Syria... until we take out ISRAEL nothing will change

LibertyOrDeath 10 hours ago
Oh God.

dsfasdfasgfd 14 hours ago (edited)
Registering a Child is Human trafficking. There is no argument, it's a fact.

Thamus Jones 14 hours ago
The phrase 'the people's justice' comes to mind for some reason.

doobie miles 12 hours ago
Wasnt trump friends with Epstein and didn't he take trips on the lolita express to his private island? He also has close ties with Israel and is fully supporting their bs. It's hard to know what the truth is anymore but I think it's pretty safe to say that the ppl in control are a few steps ahead of the public. They have definitely infiltrated the conspiracy

Thamus Jones 14 hours ago

View reply

Aaron Besaw 9 hours ago
Facebook is next.

Matthew Poole 14 hours ago
I cannot think of a punishment for these crimes. Death for sure but at this point it won't change the loss.

Livia Maldonado 10 hours ago (edited)
Someone has to leak the video out for the whole world to see these monsters for what they truly are. The True Twisted Deplorable demonic animals trying to ruin this nation. We must take America back from these demonic forces hell bent on using WMD's to send us all into the stone age just so the self-entitled elites can rise like a Phoenix out

Joe Montague 11 hours ago
5 years??? A slap on the wrist!!!!

bambino100011 11 hours ago
Praying that God Almighty will bring Justice and Judgement on these sick people. I am

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YtEs&ts=6s
May we all pray that God's love and compassion transform our hearts and mind so that we Love one another as Lord Jesus loves us. Peace be on the path that we tread. We must never surrender to the fear that these people want to bathe in. Love Now!! Jesus Now!!!
Imprisonment is better than what "we the people" will do. There is no escape, no matter what. We will find you, we will administer "real justice". Just you wait.

Aslanr 3 hours ago
This evil is so surreal for most of us that we refuse to believe it's true, but when you watch interviews with Ted Gunderson discussing Monarch mind control and hear the testimonies of Brice Taylor and Cathy O'Brien, you begin awakening to just the tip of vile human depravity.

David Collins 12 hours ago
I pray that Q isn't the cruelest trick Satan ever played by playing all of us waiting, hoping, telling us what they've done, then rubbing our faces in the fact they controlled the narrative all along. Go ahead, try and avenge these dead. You won't get past secret service and G4's security.

Clint Gray 5 hours ago
Truly sickening as all this gets disclosed. You probably can't take these people away as they are prob nonhuman...or clones...

Mr Garrett 24 minutes ago
Hang the witch.

Patty Coté 13 hours ago
I believe in pedo gate and that there is satanic child abuse among the elites. I find it hard to believe that a tape exists and NYPD saw it. They would have arrested her for that immediately.

Jimmy Byars 9 hours ago
Death penalty to all crimes against children. No matter where in the world. God, destroy these pedo vore with or without a justice system of man. YOUR MIGHTY ARM we have faith in... Amen.

Noetic333 14 hours ago
Thank you for putting this out there. People need to wake up. Stop burying their heads in the sand and hiding behind the ignorance and arrogance they've been instilled with by the bread, circus and colosseum events. Like Atlantis and Rome we've come to that time in our civilization where the few good and wise ones of us must bring back sanity

Natty Spectrum 10 hours ago
This is nearly beyond belief, but can you even imagine the depths of this horror show? So depraved and evil. wTF 😳

Natty Spectrum 12 hours ago
God will guide us.

Douglas Schuette 13 hours ago
I hope to God none of this true. I know I'm in denial, but I keep telling myself no way this is true.

jillups 1959 13 hours ago
Please pray for the 1s still in bondage
April 14 hours ago
No doubt in my mind that this is the horrific truth. God help us

MyKidsFuture 13 hours ago
Speaking of illegal Wars perpetrated on false premises, Donald Trump is currently bombing Syria as I speak.

CAT 7 hours ago (edited)
Is it possible they could use the flag as a freedom to do anything that they like? But what if it means to harm the rights and happiness to another? If all men (People) are equal and all are entitled by the same right, is it okay for someone to destroy your ability to that right?

marktra9 12 hours ago
Once again...under the bridge Sean, so heartfelt and courageous... God above give you strength when you need it the most, you are a true soldier for these children, both gone and still here...I know a person only has so many of these type videos in him/her to make before they lose apart of themselves, and also expose themselves as a magnet

ARK842001 14 hours ago
I know this is a hell of an introduction, but remember that this is just the tip of the iceberg. The scope of this is global, every level of government, every public office, entertainment, the church, it's literally the underworld. They were trying to turn us into them. The effect of the absence of these scumbags will be utterly positive. The world

Denise Bott 4 hours ago
Surprised no assassin's haven't corrected these situations??????

the2012fad 3 hours ago
Thank you for what you are doing - but you are wrong. This video MUST be released - in full - and must be shown to the entire world. I grew up in a family of sub-human monsters (what I call 'servants of the servants of the Masters'). They worshiped Lucifer. They were small time street thugs - connected via the USA military. By the age

Little Squirrel 5 hours ago
These people literally make me sick! All must be revealed to ensure that we never go down this horrid path again. May God take mercy on them because the people on earth will not when the true horrors are revealed.

Truth Maximus 3 hours ago
This is where the movie 'The bank job' Had it half right, true story movie about a bank job in London, and they cracked safe deposit boxes

Sharon Waite 4 hours ago
This is beyond evil, these disturbed people should be put through the exact same fate that they put these innocent children through, they are Jesus's children, and they will pay, god they will pay. I hope they are ripped from limb to limb, and that's not enough for the evil they have done. May the fires of hell burn them for all eternity.
desired capable and convenient.

Heron 13 hours ago
A vat of sulfuric acid, and a slow immersion. Death alone would be too kind...

Indiana Joe 2 hours ago
CEO of backpage gets 5 years? That is not justice!

Veritech Ace 8 hours ago
I am astonished.

Here'stheKey 14 hours ago
My heart grieves for that young girl....

Eric Davidson 9 hours ago
This report is horrific but needs to be brought to light. Thank you for what you are doing as a father of 3 girls i am brought to tears over what i have seen here. This evil is world wide we parents need to hold tight and be ever vigilant with our children. May God bless you and may God bless POTUS. This is a battle against pure evil and POTUS needs our

Ladymadonna007 13 hours ago
If we don't stand up for these children, who will?

Andie D 9 hours ago
May God continue to bless and protect you and your family Sean! My utmost respect to you my brother in Christ.

Ironjaytrain2003 1 hour ago
Laura Silsby had her last name changed. NOW she's on the board for the company AMBER ALERT! You can't make this stuff up. I've researched deep down this rabbit hole just to report findings to my group. From the Civil War to present. All lies.

troghugger 12 hours ago
Wow. That was a well done potent dose. Thank you. Bless you

LarryAhee 11 hours ago
WOW, that's all I can say WOW how sick.

I kin 12 hours ago
I want to see these people hang!!!

Philip Karajan 2 hours ago
Thanks For your work! I dont know what else to say except fir to fight on!

G'odesh Q'orner 11 hours ago
5 years? Destroying the lives of all those people only warrants 5 years?? What a joke.
R Matey 10 hours ago  
I'm speechless

GT Big hair 10 hours ago  
God's wrath and judgement is coming! yep and Amen.

DOCSAFETUBE 48 minutes ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s32/63

harleyz71 12 hours ago
Do not trust any Governmental Agency that tries to take your children. Stand your ground and fight / Expose these EVIL people ALL OF THEM. Thank You Sean for all your Work brother

Nancy Elsas 9 hours ago  
I continue to hear that these creatures are now feeling cornered and are scared. Nothing could be further from the truth. They are not scared. They are, for lack of a better definition, already dead - the "walking dead", functional zombies. They are soulless, therefore possess no feelings whether it be guilt, remorse or fear of what fate

John Connelly 8 hours ago
Backpage was indeed used for nefarious purposes but it also served as a mediator for uncoerced prostitution. Individuals posting on the site should have been charged, not the site itself being shut down. Number of sex worker deaths will rise as they resort to less safe and secure screening methods.

CAT 7 hours ago (edited)
Maybe moms are smoking pot during their pregnancies? Every problem contains its own solution.

Heather Lynch 10 hours ago
I pray with all my heart these people face the angry wrath of God for what they have done to his children.

bryan hurd 5 hours ago
Branson??

Michael Bartkowicz 11 hours ago
This is the video on the weiners laptop, coming SOON

Jean Brown 8 hours ago
How horrid. These people need to die as horrible deaths as they caused and enjoyed

Nun Ya 9 hours ago
Sean - truely you have been gifted sir. May God bless bless you and your family. All Heros to me. Jesus Christ is the only way. Have faith in our God my friend, for his works are mysterious to us.

S Sagear 14 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&ts=6s
"The horror... the horror..."  "We ain't in Kansas anymore!"  ('til their legs stop kickin')

These Horrific animals need to be taken down by yesterday.

Great work Sean that last video was 60 mins in Australia in the 80s. I remember a few of those kind of stories from back then but was just a kid so dont ask me for details. perhaps another aussie can shed some light

So many people claim trump is part of it. The are just fair weather allies and johnny come latelys. If they had any idea the size and scope of this conspiracy they will understand that the white hats must get their ducks in a row or the takedown will fail. have patience people

So many people claim trump is part of it. The are just fair weather allies and johnny come latelys. If they had any idea the size and scope of this conspiracy they will understand that the white hats must get their ducks in a row or the takedown will fail. have patience people

So many people claim trump is part of it. The are just fair weather allies and johnny come latelys. If they had any idea the size and scope of this conspiracy they will understand that the white hats must get their ducks in a row or the takedown will fail. have patience people

If this is all true you can bet just hanging won't do. This takes a lot of courage. Thanks.

I freaked out about the attack on Syria and lost site of the big picture I was wrong I should of trusted Trump and Q.

Damn! Good job brother. Thank you.

Trump & Putin are trolling the woorrillddddd - they did nothing to stop the attack because they were in on it!

I studied Pizzagate last year for a few months and many had to take a break including me. Comet ping pong bands' video stills were disturbing. The gunman was son of executive of a Haitian child organization and his Facebook he said he studied or spoke Haitian languages.
Lt James Cooper Mason  6 hours ago
There's a war not just of our planet, our children our minds and we need strong leaders and the right to allow the people to decide the punishment. I'm sure what I'd do it's a little like what Mrs Clinton and Mr Obama ordered to be done to Gadafi. Libya stood up to the false government and was paid for Libyas oil in gold and weapons. Guns to ISIS

Nordo Vee  10 hours ago
What is the term for "BEYOND evil"? And that monster was about to be our president. I shudder to think of the state of the country at this moment. God bless our current President.

Walt  11 hours ago (edited)
So disgusting BEYOND words .... In Hell what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you, says The Lord ! Think about what that means in a place where Death will NEVER come ! I do pray though for Justice for these Pure Evil Reprobates on this side of Eternity. Larry Nichols who use to work for The Clintons many years ago in Arkansas

hANNAbONE  3 hours ago (edited)
I am without words. Please Lord Jesus, bring these incredibly evil people to YOUR JUSTICE. Bring peace to this world, as only You can. Stop the perversions, Stop the murders, Stop this pure evil from continuing and prospering. We await You, Christ Jesus !

payton lohman  10 hours ago
Lord please I pray you put these evil doers in front of themselves to enjoy the same treatment

Kellie Hodges Annas  13 hours ago
God Bless The Little Children!

Beautymark Permanent Cosmetics Abd Advanced Skin Treatments  12 hours ago
Peste in island tunnels are being filled in by him

D  4 hours ago
5...years...in prison....and he's the owner of the worlds largest illegal human trafficking website. Um...

Jane Young  10 hours ago
Give us what evidence we need dear Lord. I pray we are allowed to purge these abominations from our Nation and other Nations are awakened and act, to remove this satanic evil.
I believe that we must reveal whatever it takes to stop this. No person should shirk their
Read more

Jane Young  10 hours ago
This is what happens where these sub humans have gained such power and wealth that they just keep going deeper, darker until 100% depraved. Then they spread...and get worse.

Robert Parker  9 hours ago
God empower everyone working to end/stop/ annihilate the human trafficking and satanic darkness on earth and may our Great Awakening be the light that heals the past

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsP4dYtEs&t=6s
GTox444 12 hours ago

Thank you for having the courage and understanding necessary to put this out and (hopefully) shake some folks into the realization of the Truth re: these matters. It is so much worse than one can probably even imagine. Remember Q stating a large % of info will probably never be put out into the eyes of the public, and for good cause.

Read more

C.J. Shelby 11 hours ago

I've seen this all before, even the girl at the end. What's sad is, it's nothing new just taking forever to come out. Must be a reason God is sparing these demon possessed pedophiles because pretty soon if justice isn't rightfully served soon some body with less patience for justice is going to open up a wrath. God must want them spared until

Read more

Kim Makowski 12 hours ago

thekenab_your right! a one sided conversation_ill do all the talking!!!!

Read more

Stacey Vickery 7 hours ago

I rather trust Trump than the alternative. If the Dems were in power none of this sickness would never have come out.

Read more

Stacey Vickery 7 hours ago

They will be arrested.... When?

Read more

Nicholos Poma 14 hours ago

When I first saw a pedovore video, I have been inflamed, my blood boiling and I cannot understand for the life of me why action was not taken immediately. I am waiting for it to happen.

Read more

Nicholos Poma 14 hours ago

If I had the power and resources, these beast would rue the day they were ever born.

Read more

THESHADOWWATCHER 1 hour ago

As disgusting, this video maybe there is too much information provide here I will need to watch it again and again to remember all of the names of those satanic thing posing as a human whose mission is to destroy human kind

Read more

Alan-Russell: Neuman 11 hours ago

Speechless

Read more

Laurence Pinney 14 hours ago

If you think Trump will arrest Obama, or Hilary, you don't understand the way the world really is ran. Nobody will be arrested. No one will face treason charges. They are all part of the same "Big Club," as put by George Carlin. These people think they own the Earth, and the laws they make are for you, not them.

Read more

motherlove 13 hours ago

Unbearable... as an Empath and a Mother. This makes my blood boil.... what do I do with that?

Read more
Truly horrific, but it is almost the same as when they sacrificed children to Molech.... Imagine if they fully brought this out now, there would be the biggest outrage in human

DLeo 14 hours ago
Sean, the clip at the end of the video, the interview with the young girl, where is this from? I’d like to see it in its entirety. This is all very disturbing.

raspycellist 10 hours ago
His judgment cometh, and that right soon. Fear not him who can kill the body, but after that do nothing. Fear Him who can kill the body AND the soul, and cast you into hell.

hal0bend 9 hours ago
Might as well give up hope that joo compromised Drump will ever do anything about this pedogaters

Asky Withouteagles 13 hours ago
Pedos should burn alive at the stake in preparation for hell. Prison is not enough.

Sha Par 7 hours ago
part of thier higher level initiatio to ensure loyalties

zing 8 hours ago
Very disturbing, part of me hopes this is made up but I fear this could be the truth.

Explosive Diarrhoea 11 hours ago
Hope I'm wrong but I don't see Hillary, Molesta, Obama and the other evil scum ever seeing justice. A website being shut down is not quite the same as these so called elites seeing justice.

Janice Tumminia 6 hours ago
Oh my gosh! Crying & speechless. Heading to my prayer closet to do Spiritual Warfare! Thank you for your courage in posting this. God bless you 🙏🏻🙏🏻

AOWM Ohm 5 hours ago
"Fear them not therefore: for there is nothing covered, that shall not not be revealed; and hid, that shall not be known."

Strangers In Fiction 6 hours ago
Our father which art in heaven
Hallowed be Thy name
Thy kingdom come
Thy will be done

Psalink 13 minutes ago
More likely that its Prince Andrew than Prince Charles, since he is also a close friend of the Lolita Express qux, Epstein.
Todd Kennedy 14 hours ago
Sean you do tremendous work on trying to expose the human and child sex trafficking but we including myself need to be honest with ourselves and realize Trump is part of the very same system. The overwhelming evidence that you have cited and what is being report more than enough to at least be prosecuted and yet these people including
Read more

Justen Peterson 14 hours ago
Q = Quantico Anon (Freemason) 100%

Justen Peterson 14 hours ago
Do a video on the John Todd tapes!

Justen Peterson 14 hours ago
Don't forget about the Republican Freemasons' are connected to Democrat Freemasons' also!

MrSteve72 11 hours ago
I've followed your work for years Sean and always look forward to your posts. Have you heard that Trump just ordered air strikes on Syria and is planning on signing back into the TPP? - I don't trust anything anyone says anymore.

Gus Ares 1 hour ago
wow, out of words!!!!

Kathy B 13 hours ago
SGT: I don't usually comment on your site but I want to know something. WHAT THE HELL ARE THEY WAITING FOR IF THEY HAVE THE EVIDENCE????? I do not understand this at all. How many more children are going to have to be kidnapped, abused or killed like this before something is done about it. What are they waiting for??? It makes me

Justin Thompson 13 hours ago
Australian 60 minutes under Kerry packer wasn't scared to go after the hard truth & bring it out into the open.
God I hope Q is for real?
Love ya work Sean.

Armor of God 11 hours ago
Thank you for this video. May God have mercy on all their innocent souls and may theses evil demons get the death penalty because they deserve nothing less. I "woke up" 2 years ago and have watched that poor girls story as well as the Hempstead kids, etc... sick and evil demons live 😞. Please God, expose them soon

Hym Sum 14 hours ago
Coat of arms of Elizabeth Báthory is dragon/serpent. Coincidence?

Scotty's Pennies 4 hours ago
That teardrop at 16:09 was painful! When will we have justice!

DRJ 58 14 hours ago
Lord please set your children free for they have suffered for to long. Take them in your
Marivonne Winiarzki 10 hours ago

no wonder they want ww3 ...the focus is off THEM & they go free!

Reply

IANA 1 hour ago

I am from the UK and the fact that video (clip at the end) never made into the MSM (broadcast or print) despite it being recorded and produced over 30 years ago is testimony to the corruption and evil at the heart of the British establishment.

Read more

Reply

Imco99 9 hours ago

Thank you for exposing these incredibly evil people. Bless the children who suffered at their hands.

Reply

crusTodd 13 hours ago

5 years IS NOT LONG ENOUGH!!!

Reply

KittyKitty Meow 3 hours ago

This is really hell on earth. No wonder Jesus said he was not of this place. God help us.

Reply

John Larouche 6 hours ago

They all should be tortured and killed

Reply

Leonard Cook 4 hours ago

I get that these are so called powerful people, but how in the name of God do they get away with it? Assuming it's true as it seems to be, how?

Reply

Redpilled In Suburbia 13 hours ago

Thank you for videos. Literally, no one I know would even have a conversation about any of the realities playing out. Having lived 25 yrs in Broward county, DWS neighbor, I am so glad that others are finally seeing what I have tried to share.

Reply

offroadingfoz 11 hours ago

Absolutely disgusting... the unfortunate who get caught up in these events deserve our resolve and ability to continue the fight for exposure and justice. Feel completely ill right now.

Reply

Rhonda Mallette 12 hours ago

Pradaluggage2 is a FAKE PROFILE. Hmmmmmm. Why would you respond to it? Because you're pushing crypto currencies???? Wow. You almost got me.

Reply

Rhonda Mallette 12 hours ago

But you have decent content, I just don't understand trying to sell FAKE MONEY? While agree our currency has been bastardized, I don't get pushing more hollow currency than we already have.

Reply

Felix E. 1 hour ago

Stay alive. God be with you.

Reply
BustedAss plumber 6 hours ago
Thank you for shining light into dark places. My good old mother in law almost choked on her dinner the night 20 years ago when I told her that Lizzie and her family of inbred Germans were a bunch of baby eating monsters. I followed every bit of info back in the day on the Detreaux case in Belgium, sick shit with something like 18 of 20 witness's
Read more

maryjane grant 3 hours ago
You Sean are a very brave man.

Millavi MV 13 hours ago
 Strikes in Syria are happening right now. Let’s hear the excuses from the deluded Trump supporters.

georgette sackaney 53 minutes ago
This came to my heart a few days ago, Romans 19; Do not avenge yourselves beloved, but leave room for God’s wrath. For it is written; “Vengeance is mine, I WILL REPAY”, says the Lord…… Have a Blessed day and have an Abundance of FAITH. Amen.

olson795 3 hours ago
Bring back tar and feather and public hangings if 1/2 this is true. Where is the outrage?

hugh mc grath 2 hours ago
Wow IMF advert on before this video about world trade is the way to go. Yeah One World Gov more likely.

SisterMary Bling 9 hours ago
The Whistleblower with Rachel Weisz reflects the U.N. involved in these crimes. Based on a true story.

Staggard 57 minutes ago
Perhaps we were already in hell and until we collectively DO, not discuss, something to change this reality manifest, we are condemned to suffer in this hell we unnecessarily create. Apathy is not an option here.

bmorehobo 10 hours ago
If people paid attention to the number of missing children across the country, this would gain more traction.

Robert Tomboks 14 hours ago
That is bone chilling stuff. We can only hope these people burn.

graplingurgy 14 hours ago
Eric Holder on the Banks "They are too big, and too powerful to prosecute". I’m old, and I have been waiting for 54 years to see who really killed JFK. Our ruling elite do not go to jail they are members of that club that George Carlin told you about.

Blessed Bee 14 hours ago
We didn’t save the French in WW2.
They sick mother fuckers. SHE should be hung, drawn and quartered in public. Slowly, very, very slowly.

Durand Jensen  13 hours ago (edited)
This is not primarily about pedophilia. It is certainly not primarily about blackmail. Read the KJV Bible (some other versions whitewash things). Think Molech/Moloch worship. Passing the children through the fire, which thing I (God) never commanded, neither did it ever enter My mind. Old Testament. Ancient practice, severely condemned by the
Read more

Kit Sirius  8 hours ago
What proof is there that the Clinton and Abedin video exists?

Hide replies ▲
Glow Worm  7 hours ago
Kit Sirius literally zero! None!

Kit Sirius  7 hours ago
I thought as much.

d voiles  13 hours ago
I am with you and I am standing strong things are getting done people just refuse to see God bless

Dennis Barry  1 hour ago
Death Penalty for sure.

Sydney Chemtrails  11 hours ago
Sean, Been following you since 2010 and you've come a long way from silver stacker to exposer of outright, pure satanic evil. I think you can safely say to your kids that you more than did your bit to save planet Earth from this satanic monstrosity.

Shannon Seikel  3 hours ago
Sean, when are they going to be tried in a court of law? When? If all these people have this information, have proof no less, what the heck are they waiting for? I just can't wrap my mind around when. The Hampstead case wore me out, and still no arrest. We have known about the podesta brothers and Hilary for several years now, Read more

View reply ▼

Cynthia Beaudry  10 hours ago
God bless you! I'm praying God brings His justice upon this evil.

slugspeed  14 hours ago
The video was hard to watch but necessary for people to understand. May God bless you and protect you in your search for the truth.

jackie moon  10 hours ago
Bob Eli 12 hours ago
Well...... it is now safe to call bullshit on this whole "Q" business. just put your faith in Jesus because he is the only one who deserves it!

Richard Crew 6 hours ago
Interviewer at the end is ian Leslie from Australia 60 minutes. Here's a link. http://ritualabuseinvestigations.blogspot.com.au/2015/07/

Mary Lee DeMedal 14 hours ago
Andrew Brietbart, Seth Rich etc. etc. She is most evil, Great work on this video.

Ted Longe 2 hours ago
So if all of this is true. I dont doubt why are we alowing it we the people have the power. Nothing Q has said was true. Your being played stop waiting for others and do somthing.

JD Wright 10 hours ago
Bless you for standing for these victims. I work on a task force against human sex trafficking.

newfiecelt 13 hours ago
WTF world..... The day of reckoning is here!

Jim Hightower 2 hours ago
The only way to deal with this is possible elimination of these pedophiles or life in prison. Rehabilitation and correction of their desires does not work

Elephant In The Room Sahib 10 hours ago
I would give all I own to be in a room alone with one of these monsters and a butter knife

Green Keeewe 11 hours ago
This is why we will never earn a place among the stars, safely contained in Samsara this human realm of suffering, shall never venture among the stars.

ConfusedCanuck12 3 hours ago
Last night was the last straw for me. I wanted to believe in Trump, but he's obviously just another tool. He turned on his friends to get elected. HRC or any of her cronies are not going to prison. We've been played.

Genevieve Broderick 1 hour ago
My God, how evil these people are. It breaks my heart. I pray to God for justice for these people who are victims to these satanic crimes. It needs to end now. Their birth right was not meant to be a sex slave or to be killed horrifically and then to be ingested. Sometimes I wonder what planet I am, or I feel as if I am reading a fiction novel that is

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s
Janne Speak 10 hours ago

What You have to keep in mind about France IS That it IS, as much as if not more than the US, a masonic country. As long as a Rothschild Pony is in charge of France, That

Patently Waiting 4 hours ago

Sean, please tell me why these demonic satanists haven't been arrested? What are we waiting on? If we have a real video of Hillary Clinton participating in this, what more evidence do we need? I'm extremely disheartened and confused. I keep seeing these videos on the wickedness but no one is doing anything about it.

Long Shadow 11 hours ago

When it turns they will burn

DigitalNinjutsu 13 hours ago

You keep going on about their art... I see nothing wrong with it tbh is a bunch of girls laying fully clothed in leaves and grass... No bondage.

saleem ali 13 hours ago

Great work, love your stuff, glad to see you are trying to save the world, much respect!!! As for me I am not much of a religious man, but I do spend much time trying to find god. When I see stuff like this, I just dont understand why god would lets this happen to

Raj Natarajan 9 hours ago

Pretty bold of you to put this vid out, bro. I commend you.

Prophecy and Biblical mysteries 1 hour ago

Matthew 18:6 But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea.

Allan Cotterill 8 hours ago

God, I truly hope you are wrong. But I dread that you are not. Will this horror ever truly be exposed and the monsters brought to justice?

I've been so waiting for this! Makes me want to vomit!

Real Deal 11 hours ago

Who is this rhonda sparkman? I wouldn't be surprised I knew holds was 5th degree witch years ago but how did this person find out

Lancifer Wildwood 14 hours ago

You've walked down the path of knowledge my brother. You've chosen to be a messenger par excellence. I thank you from the bottom of my heart for doing so. Though it rips my soul to know, these 'Grunbs' shall make that ripped soul, whole again with greater light.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s
I can't even imagine having a baby at 11yrs old. Very disturbing!!!!

Tim Goodrich  6 hours ago  
I do believe that if I am anywhere near HRC or any of her followers bad things will happen.

Michael diem  14 hours ago  
cdb oil is supposed to be illegal in Nebraska, too bad I could use some for my health problems.

HaloFromMetroid  11 hours ago  
These monsters have already sold their souls to Satan. They deserve no mercy, nor empathy. God save the children of this world...

Portland Public Market Garage  6 hours ago  
Simon of Trent

Liam McCartney  13 hours ago  
we must work together to bring down the enemies stronghold all for the glory of God.

Alex chenn  7 hours ago  
Thanks to SGTReport for all these exclusive reports that are not available anywhere else. May JUSTICE be served SOON!

Rob Frei  10 hours ago  
Vengeance is mine saith the Lord.

Cathy Rose  11 hours ago  
I think I've gone as far as I can go down this path. As a mother and as a woman who knows how much Jesus loves these children I can not bare the burden. God bless you all.

Ron Patterson  2 hours ago  
My god! Can we start building the gallows now please.

Connor mcD  6 hours ago  
Hi Sean love your work however I feel that you are avoiding blatant evidence that trump is on a dark path. Your county has launched yet another attack on a country you have no business being in ready to spark ww3 to cover up these pedo psychopaths. And trump is at the forefront of this bs, explain this? and why do you continue to put him on a

Know Your Government  13 hours ago  
cognitive dissonance! Donald Trump signed legislation on child trafficking. Wow. Wasn't it already illegal? There's also legislation that makes being an immigrant without a visa, illegal. There is this thing called the Constitution that guarantees free speech and the right to search and seize yet try exercising your first Amendment right if you are Read more

View reply ↓
ensure that as many others do so too. As an Englishman, 2018 has been the year that I've become ashamed of my nationality. I was a patriot. I was a Royalist. No more. I

Read more

Thomas C  13 hours ago

stu gatz  12 hours ago (edited)
People. There trying to scrub this. And having trouble watching other videos on this. Everyone save download whatever. Not technical but this must be seen by all. Show everyone what this bitch is about. This cant continue. Iceland bounced their gov for less. Its possible to bring this witch down. And if 1/3rd in gov roll like this? They go

Read more

living life  13 hours ago
Sir,
I mirrored the last part of your video and did a upload giving you credit. If there is any problem at all please let me know and I will delete it at once.
https://youtu.be/yZBtzpShDsW

Mark Sardinskas  10 hours ago
Incredible video. SGT keeps getting better and better. Keep going. We need you and we need President Don too. God bless you and God help the children

relma ball  2 hours ago
Sick! So evil 😞

Delmont Green  42 minutes ago
I think its awesome that you keep ringing this bell. I have a concern: reporting on the international court that exposed the ninth circle. I believe it is disinformation, designed to do damage to the push for justice.

DoniusTV  14 hours ago
Thank you for shedding light on such darkness. This is consistent with what I know from ministering to SRA survivors. Come Lord Jesus, come!

Xanthe Brennan  11 hours ago
This video really needs a LOVE button. Good job, excellent work!

Christopher Ali  6 hours ago
I can't wait for some historical justice

Mid City Digital  13 hours ago
Everyone needs to revisit the Wikileaks again!... Mainstream and deep state is repeating everything, lol

Aidan Liddane  9 hours ago
the word that is never heard now is Peace the evil elite do not want

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsPp46YiEs&t=6s
warnings of history are doomed to repeat it. In other words, under the “war on drugs”,
drugs and the use of drugs exploded as the government shipped in the drugs and
Read more

Chill Runner 6 hours ago
I don't know if Albert Pikes 1871 letter to Mazzini is legit, but it seems to be spot on in
relation to the Luciferian agenda of WW3. If Hillary had won the election, the world
would have been well on its way towards "social cataclysm" and "complete physical,
moral, spiritual and economical exhaustion".

Will Ruibal 4 hours ago
Wow, I am stricken. Evil walks among us, for sure. He who spills a man's blood, by a
man his blood WILL be spilled.

Why OSSNC 13 hours ago (edited)
As vile a creature I think HRC is, I am not surprised that it is even worse.

David Caldwell 40 minutes ago
Where is god

Joe H. 6 hours ago
Time for us to become the mill stone.

ralph 7 hours ago
If I had a choice of receiving millions of dollars, or, being given the honor of lighting a
fire that burns HRC at the stake, I'd pull out a Zippo.

Gina Bass 7 hours ago
I just hope that BITCH doesn't die before she is publicly outed and prosecuted!

Mike Ritzema 5 hours ago
I cannot believe, if the NYPD has this evidence, and it is as described in this video, that
nothing has been done. America is truly an evil place if they are prepared to just sit on
material like that without action, and the NYPD must be even sicker! How could anyone
deny such evidence...Unless off course it's all bull****?

Suzan Getselman 12 hours ago
You can forgive, But it never forgotten.. You live with it for the rest of your life...

scrabble3 8 hours ago
I so hope this evil gets exposed to the public soon. I can't convince the people I know to
look at the evidence. They dismiss it as "conspiracy garbage" and get angry at me. It's
so hard knowing this stuff is real.

NoMoreTribute 2Rome 7 hours ago
If trump were trying to do anything he would be arresting all his friends

itsaconspiracy right? 10 hours ago
I didn't hear a thing on the news about Backpage getting shut down. Makes me furious
It’s almost time for the reckoning, praise be his glorious name he will repay. Prepare for your suffering to be legendary as the righteous look on smiling. When you spend your last seconds choking on blood in pain, in relentless agony as you fade from this world you will remember those last few disgusting moments as paradise before you face the

---

Treason May would like this video. She supports this stuff

---

Ok, You’re telling me that there is hard evidence (a murder video) that implicates Hillary and Huma, and law enforcement has seen it. But yet, H & H have not been arrested and imprisoned. That’s a hard pill to swallow. What do you suggest these law enforcement folks are waiting for? This makes no sense at all Sean. Hell, I knocked a street sign over

---

Up to 5 years? Not nearly enough!

---

What is the interview at the end, where is it from?

---

US Attorneys are talking down backpage et al, but HRC and HA are walking around free? If there is such a video and it has been authenticated, what does that say about the US justice system? Justice delayed is justice denied.

---

Father God I pray they all be exposed and destroyed in Jesus Name

---

Don’t forget about Alister Crowley the father-in-law of George Bush senior and juniors own grandfather. Crowley is quite possibly the most infamous satanist of the 20th century. If Q is so genuinely interested in getting out the dirty politics and world leaders let us

---

John Podesta still free comfy with a column at WaPo...

---

Are you F@*king Kidding me. I almost threw up when you said they cut off the child’s face and wore it like a mask to terrorize that innocent child and then drink her blood because it’s filled with adrenaline. When Justice is served it should be seen publicly Hang Them All. So that the world can wake up and know that this should never ever

---

Do You need myself and others to believe in politics? My Faith is in Gods Word. It is He that saves not Donald Trump. I reject evil scheming and the delusion of partisan politics. Jesus Christ is the Hope of my Expectation not Donald Trump. Even so may it be that Trump does well.

---

Father God I pray they all be exposed and destroyed in Jesus Name
These sick elites need to be terminated and I am fully behind anyone making that happen, having said that I do not believe in Trump because it is well proven about his ties to Israel which was created by the Rothschilds the Zionist collaborators and I cannot ignore that truth either. Trump may be against the pedos which is great but that does not alter Hall 11 hours ago

This is what happens when one exalts themselves above all others, all laws, all human decency, all morality. But soon they will all pay for every hair that they ever harmed upon every little child’s head that they ever touched. The justice that they will face will be true, universal and in the eyes of our Creator and Father.

Eddy & Erika 12 hours ago

Hillary and Trump are Friends and Trump Bows to the Queen! Please Understand The Baby Eaters will not be tried under Trump or anyone that sits in the Oval Office

Another great video fro SGT your doing gods work. Thank you for your work. These people are so sick. Hillary is a witch and worships the devil!

Criss Comia 6 hours ago

God help these victims. God forgive our country for allowing it.

God of god’s we need your help....

Let’s Talk Red Pill 13 hours ago

A Very special Place in HELL For These “People”

I find it so difficult to believe that Hillary actually did this. It’s almost as if I don’t want to believe. She seems like a normal average person to me. I guess time will tell but I really hope this snippet I read is fake.

Babylon is surrounding us.

God bless you hit the spot boom

Sorry to say it but..........hang em high!

Pray that the angels in heaven descend upon the earth and slay them all in front of the world!

backpage is small sh. arrests like that have been happening all the time long before Trump. they do that from time to time to make it look like they are going after pedophiles, especially at Times when there’s a lot of talk about pedo rings like we have...
Jesse Pierson 1 hour ago
Hey sean not negative replies...just REAL HONEST UNBIASED TRUTH. BE REAL...STOP WAVING THE REPUBLICAN FLAG ALREADY

Mark Patton 13 hours ago (edited)
I'm sick of this bullshit. Get it done! Guess they are waiting for a a sacrifice.

Wojman12 1 hour ago
pizzagate is the rabid bulldog that bites them in the ass and doesn't let go. They will all pay for their evil. Remember, it goes all the way to the top

Scott Herford 7 hours ago
Sean, please put a post up the Michael Cohen incident. Thank you buddy, Scott.

Jenny 6578209 14 hours ago
Oh my God, oh my sweet Jesus. Those poor children. Dear God punish them justly. Dear God punish them swiftly.

Racer X 12 hours ago
Hopefully the public will be saying, "We came, we saw, she died!" I can't really wish that on anyone, I am however hopeful she will be brought to justice! I think we should keep Bill and make him do free commercials and speaking for life, for anyone making less than $100,000 a year whom requests it. Even if its a teen who wants their podcast

Bwayspeed 14 hours ago (edited)
Brave and necessary work Sean to turn a blind eye to this is a kin to letting it continue head in the sand. I must share this to make it more public. God Bless us all.

Patrick M 14 hours ago
Don't zoos sometimes have trouble feeding their carnivorous animals? Why don't we feed these demons to the zoo animals? We're happy, lions, tigers, and bears will be happy too.

Vlad kaknarovd 10 hours ago
Ww3 us declared war on syria

mike gauthier 4 hours ago
money is truly the root of all evil

Odd Ball 15 hours ago
need to blast this wide open, its going to twist a few peoples heads sadly but this needs to end sharpish

YoungArtClay 10 hours ago
Damn it Maddie McCann was murdered not abducted.

7thDayEndTimes 6 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsP46YiEs&t=6s
Ephesians.

So, why are you quoting average nobody's online who post something on their FB account commenting on a document which isn't in evidence? If they can read it, why can't you? I support your account, but just asking?

Trump appointed JOHN Bolton, of all people. There is no excusing this whatsoever.

They protect themselves just like the freemasons

Trump expose them all!

You Sean are a very Brave man. I will repeat May Jesus bring Justice to those who hurt His Little Ones. John 3:16.

5 year sentence, for CEO's...... there is the problem......

This is just the beginning.

'And because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold.' (Matthew 24:12)

I'm having a hard time believing that video is for real. I know this stuff happens. It's just hard to accept.

Hate to say it guys, but the luciferians got a huge win tonight. All of these horrors just took a backseat to Syria, and quite possibly WW3. I hoped and prayed Trump would not play into their trap, but he did. Nothing like killing more people to take the heat off eh elitist pedos?

And son in law UA ground zero, planted by masadaud to wew trumps daughter.

Hello tel Aviv.

Most 'christians' have NEVER READ the ENTIRE KJV Bible, (have you)? NOR do they believe everything it says. How can they believe truth if YOU have NEVER RESEARCHED? REPTILIAN BLOODLINES out of Egypt are very real, RESEARCH this STUFF! ALL Presidents are related, but like families they fight within the huge family.
Blast Oise 13 hours ago
Still no indictments unsealed. It's hard to keep faith.

Kevin McNulty 14 hours ago
Good for you Sean, to have the courage to post this very disturbing video. I wish I didn't see it but we need to deal with the EVIL! Hang all these sick un-humans!

Neil Brennan 7 hours ago
Times up for them now. Well done brother its hard to hear but it has to be done.

Iolang 1111 14 hours ago
Jesus, save the children....

Hey Behappy 7 hours ago (edited)
Their time will come. They need to go to their demon and burn for eternity

John Liverpool 7 hours ago
Unbelievable things going on. The one about the Queen and Royal family is a big one! How come it not been more exposed ???

Zonly1 8 hours ago
Burn'em by the stake. ALL OF THEM.

ladamyre 12 hours ago
And he cried out with a mighty voice, saying, 'Fallen, fallen is Babylon the great! She has become a dwelling place of demons and a prison of every unclean spirit, and a prison of every unclean and hateful bird. Revelation 18 verse 12. (NASV)

Read more

Christy McKee 13 hours ago
Ol' barry will just run home to Africa...

Stuart campbell 6 hours ago
Sy's what a joke

the dave 4 hours ago (edited)
It's what dark aliens have always done. Unfortunately, some of us have known about this most of our lives - for me since the 70's. Many have claimed they will end this madness - none have succeeded. I suggest no one make prognostications unless and until they are shown to be successful.....

Read more

Greg Heffeman 3 hours ago
Sean, what was the interview of the last part of this extremely disturbing news report?

nywblue 3 hours ago
If law enforcement has seen the video, I don't understand why they didn't make an
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**dextersave54 14 hours ago**

Good Lord! This is shocking! Into the light with this evil!

**MrLibertyHugger 11 hours ago**

Release all info and let the monsters all be executed. Turn to God and Jesus Christ as this world is corrupted by sin and will be eternally judged. Only faith in Jesus can cleanse you and pay for your sins so that you can escape judgment and live forever with God in heaven with a great purpose.

**joeydubbs76 10 hours ago**

I'm so, so sorry I wasn't there for you. Any of you... I feel a failure as a man. A human being. A father. They will pay, they will all pay.

**D thomas 9 hours ago**

Only war Trump is embroiled in is the one in Syria, wake up he just bombed Damascus as I write this and you believe in all them sealed indictments, they only last 6 months tick tock....

**Russell Harp 15 hours ago (edited)**

The problem with Q is that it puts the responsibility on others to take action and absolves the people of action. That allows the takedown to be managed and controlled. Those that they want to sacrifice will be brought forward, while the real monsters skate. Is this a negative statement? Only if you want to continue to be cattle.

**Becausethedaysareevil 12 hours ago**

So.... extra judicial military tribunals...this is what the truth movement is looking forward to now? WTF happened to us?

**Becausethedaysareevil 12 hours ago**

Q Q pew pew. Fools, You think the media brainwashed masses are going to let you arrest them? This is going to start a war, which if you ask me is EXACTLY what they want.

**Truthisstrangerthan Fiction 8 hours ago**

Those of us who are awake fully support all efforts to stop this horrific practice. Those of us who are negative about the sincerity of Trump's promise to drain the swamp have good reason because a) We've been lied to so many times in the past b) The Podesta emails and other emails released by WikiLeaks strongly suggest that the Clintons,

**GoneBamboo 4 hours ago**

You are so strong and courageous. A right and good example to us all

**Carolina Real 13 hours ago**

Sean, There are no words to express how horrific these heinous crimes are... Gitmo is too good for her, or any of them for that matter. Pure Evil does not do it justice, we need another word /phrase that stoops to the level they have gone. Sean - you are a courageous Patriot. God Bless you and your family for all your hard work.
Mark Lane 15 hours ago
As William Cooper said "It's always the nice guys!"

greg sheppard 6 hours ago
Liz from oann dismissed pizza gate said Hillary wasn't doing anything like that. Called it a conspiracy theory, that hurt my feeling cause I thought I could trust Liz and oann. Not them either. We got bad problems with our news people. That's so evil and low down. News is dead.

belinda marie 9 hours ago
good gawd...megyn kelly!! glad she's a has-been already

Michael Barclay 5 hours ago
thats me off the trump train after falling for a false flag no more Q NO MORE

Qodesh Qoner 11 hours ago
Why is this video STILL not been released? Why weren't Hillary and Huma arrested IMMEDIATELY??!! How can someone/s see something so horrible and NOT DO ANYTHING?? How long do we have to wait before these demons are arrested???

Robert T 12 hours ago
Ok. There is a video in existence showing HRC and Huma cutting a girl's face off. It was viewed by NYPD and FBI and besides vomiting in a garbage pail, nothing was done about it. We keep hearing about this a level type shenanigans, but there's never any proof, and besides some small fry jack hole in TX who might do 5 years, nobody is

Delmont Green 51 minutes ago
Trump is just a man. He may fail. God won't. God has a time appointed to end this experiment. For now, more are finding him now than ever before in history. Don't worry about Q and Trump. See with your eyes, something bigger is approaching.

they can't kill us all 12 hours ago
That picture on Ray Chandler is a boy and I believe he is the boy who was called the strongest kid (or something like that) and pictured when he was 8-10 very muscular

Nancy L 14 hours ago (edited)
SGTreport In your video, at around 8:04 (Ray Chandler) there's a picture of a boy (teenager). On the right of his photo, it says his name is Guy Cartier. I googled him and he's situated in New York but possibly originated from Montreal, Quebec (his French name got my attention), you can even see his photo. He appears to be a wannabe

unclest1nky 13 hours ago (edited)
While I do believe what you say about all the trafficking and all of the criminals involved, I still can't believe that Trump is a legitimate president, considering that presidents are chosen by the elite of this country, and the elite of this country are evil, so what does that make Trump? And now he's flying air strikes over Syria going to bomb innocent

K3nVV 12 hours ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s

Wake up Sean

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s
"resist not evil" Jesus...don't be fooled this WayTruthLife isn't for everybody.

1 hour ago
STUART JONES
WHAT ABOUT THE CRIMINAL & UNCONSTITUTIONAL STRIKE ON SYRIA LAST NIGHT HUH???? HOW MANY MORE INNOCENT PEOPLE HAVE TO DIE???? WHAT ABOUT GETTING SO MUCH CLOSER TO WW3???? WE'RE GOING TO REAP THE WHIRLWIND FROM THE CONSEQUENCES OF OUR ACTIONS FROM LAST NIGHT ON DAMASCUS,

14 hours ago
TheElusive
Though horrific, we all need to still keep a level of skepticism about what we're hearing, seeing and being told. The information presented @13:25 is...well...not humanly possible--for the victim, that is. What's described in this part would put anyone--adult or child--into an immediate state of unconsciousness due to the degree of pain being felt.

13 hours ago
That poor child! No words.

3 hours ago
Troy Bradshaw
Did you know the first time I mentioned this I wasn't even attacked directly! By then I was known as a conspiracy theorist. And they tried to dismiss it as a conspiracy theory. Buy then I had proven an ability to predict what would happen next with weasel campaigns. The dream of all of this I don't want to repeat ever again. I can't even

6 hours ago
I'm speechless...

3 hours ago
Signing a law won't stop these people. Wake up already !!!

3 hours ago
A war will keep them out of jail.

14 hours ago
i think diana knew about this and was gonna go public

3 hours ago
They don't go online to get kids. The law is for the people, not the leaders.

6 hours ago
After listening to what Donald Trump has Tweeted over the last week regarding attacking Syria without any evidence regarding the chemical attack or authority to do so,and potentially starting WW3 it has become all too clear that he is just as much a psychopath and madman as any of his predecessors or Hillary for that matter.

5 hours ago
The Globalist have NO MORALS, NO EMPATHY, NO RULES, NO CONSCIENCE, all these form a human being which clearly they ARE NOT. When I look at these creepy faces they remind of Vampires . They remind me of the Vampires in the movie "40 days of night."
Please share this video far and wide. The people need to know!

Hear Urincite 11 hours ago
Vaporizing the actual plant works great for bipolar.

Circuit Design 9 hours ago
Sean, I'm on your side (and the rest of the white hats investigating this) as much as anybody, but what you have presented at the end is just hearsay. Let me play devil's advocate. Who are John Miranda and Rhonda Sparkman? What credibility do they have? They could have made their statements up just as anybody could make something up.

Read more

Andrew Kelly 12 hours ago
They will be getting off lightly if we hang them by their necks until dead. I write this with tears running and a promise to humanity if any of these disgusting creatures makes it past our legal action they won't go much further. It is the responsibility of everyone who wants to live in society with me to protect the innocence of children.

Bonnie Chase 10 hours ago
Only 5 years in prison for being responsible for 73% of the missing children? Heck here in Nevada county, CA a drug dealer was sentenced to 40 years in prison and a $5 million fine. And justice for all....

Cecilia Lieras 13 hours ago
God bless you for sharing so much HELPFUL info about CBD oil. I can't believe my dreams are coming true! We're gonna finally have a "HEALTHY" society! God bless Trump Qanon's and all of us LOVE YOU GUYS!

Jesusninja Boudreau 13 hours ago
The devil has gotten them most of all because they all think they're going to dance in hell when as most of us know hell is no joke it is what the Bible says and the joke is on them they will have their fun for a measly maybe 90 years but eternity in a burning hell is what the devil will laugh at and all those children are at peace and we just have to.

Michael ruff 13 hours ago
That is by far the most disturbing thing I have read I hope they public execution of these sick people HRC and they rest live bee to combat but this is truly horrible how is she not been arrested by the military and the rest.

U.S.- SheepDog47 11 hours ago
I know this guy named Rhakim, I knew him because his mom and my mother in-law went to the same church. This kid had so much potential, but 2 days ago I saw his face on ksat12.com, (local news) he's facing felony charges for sex trafficking underage girls on backpage. Everything done in the dark will come to the light, everyone will give an.

OnSafari247 9 hours ago (edited)
Hey Sean, now that your buddy Trump is bombing Syria (for the second time), are you going to make a video where you concede A) you are completely brain dead and have no discernment whatsoever or B) you are nothing but controlled opposition who sold out long ago? I think it's high time you show your true colors, what ever they maybe.

Christian Cruz 13 hours ago
I believe narrow minded Christians will cause the rise of the 'anti-christ'. First person to
Don Goble 14 hours ago
This is the level of evil we're up against! If the elitist don't have a problem with even killing little baby's and children, why would anyone find it hard to believe they will have any problem with genociding millions out here if they ever have the power to do so.

Reply

Four Leaf 2 hours ago
HEAVENLY FATHER, PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE RETURN.

Reply

Southeastern Ohio Honeybees 14 hours ago
May the hand of the Most High Creator strike them ALL down in furious anger.

Reply

HipsfromHell 33 minutes ago
What bothers me about Meagan Kelly is that she has children!!!!!

Reply

Rachael SOJ 13 hours ago
Sean, I hope we can all renew our souls after hearing about these things. I hope everyone who participated in these acts, in any way at all, gets a Medieval punishment.

Reply

Xavier Israel Matamoros 14 hours ago
Hang them high! Until their necks stretch a mile!

Reply

Buster 928 10 hours ago
Ok... I'm about to throw up. These sick and demented people will find their justice. The Lord will provide.

Reply

Arginine88 14 hours ago
My GOD

Reply

Punk Rock Secrets 11 hours ago
Funny how you never mention Trump's close relationship with Epstein. And I suppose our "anti-establishment" President is going to make all them arrests just as soon as he's done invading Syria, right?

Reply

The Gooseman 14 hours ago (edited)
Dear Lord! May you protect us all! Please Lord have mercy on us as we condemn these evil satanic perpetrators! Lord guide thee to righteousness and forever put an end to our human demonic ways. Please Lord guide anyone who is against such atrocities. In his name Lord Jesus Christ our Savior! Amen!

Reply

Serene Christine 10 hours ago
please dont forget trudeau who recently changed the logo for trudeau gmnt from what is known to police as The little boy loers sign Theres also a couple of parents of 2 of trudeaus students who were murdered

Reply

bigeric12325 2 hours ago
I had to share this powerful video. People need to know.

Reply
It is fearless Patriots like SGT who will cumulatively expose these GOD haters till they hang. Never saw one person from Sandy Hoax to the fake school shooting in FL who could muster a tear like that abuse victim at the end of the vid. Praise Jesus. Justice will not come without Him.

Jeremy North 13 hours ago
It's almost impossible to imagine anybody doing what Rhonda Sparkman is alleging two high ranking U.S. officials are guilty of. But if that act of depravity was carried out by a presidential candidate, and former Secretary of State, the whole system will go thermonuclear if the story ever gains mainstream traction.

Chase Freedom 13 hours ago (edited)
They were raised to be vicious. Children are about all they can handle. It takes muscle for the rest. Or a group for special occasions. Scalia our beloved Supreme court Justice was In The way. Awakening is here and they reach for our weapons.

Lynn Roberts 1 hour ago
cbd oil is another pharmaceutical fraud. yes, it may help some but the real healer has the dreaded THC in it which is outlaw. you are another racketeer promoting cbd fakey. shame on you.

CMRD mARZ 11 hours ago
Nothing major is happening and the system is working as intended.
While the average american is worse off every year the elites substantially grow their own wealth.
Jesse James 5 hours ago
Always 33

pradaluggage2 14 hours ago
I am in no way being adversarial here nor am I being willfully ignorant. I know there are many evil people in this world and many I am sure are considered as part of the elite, nevertheless, I am also familiar with conspiracy theories and contrived news that can't be proven. I am not a fan of the Clinton's, but my goodness, when will this nonsense and
Jesse Pierson 14 hours ago
Trump, Q and SGT REPORT aren't gonna stop anything, sadly. we already know the facts sean, all the sick pizzagate facts we know. Again and again you people are being tricked by someone you don't even know exists lol must be all christians. A common thing among them

javier torres 5 hours ago
I understand both sides. Gotta admit...VERY frustrating to see these animals walking around.

Anonymous Hicks 15 hours ago
This is a spiritual war and the evil doers of this planet shall be exposed first, the truth shall be known, then the faithful and meek in the world will know the truth and God shall bring forth punishment to all who have participated in the slightest up to the extremist. Have faith my friends, this judgement is not for our eyes. The world will be of good and

ash smitty 5 hours ago
There was a video of Clint Eastwood as bad as claimed. Then how come we have not seen it? What's the motive to keep it suppressed. How many more kids have to die by her hands between now and then.

Excellent research!! I pray for all these victims, gut wrenching!

The clip of Alefantis with Kelly tells it all @4:20 ish...the look in his eyes is of pure evil and I mean pure!

However horrific and disturbing this video is...it MUST BE RELEASED FOR PUBLIC VIEWING. How else will people realize just how evil these creatures are with the dire need to eliminate them from our society. By concealing their acts, there will remain sheeple who will claim the accusations are false. If people are unable to watch, the

I cry unto God!

So sad, the poor girl at the end. The monsters must be taken down.

Hannibal Hellary, this shall not stand, we will see justice for every single precious child.

Hannibal Hellary, this shall not stand, we will see justice for every single precious child.

Trump is friends with Epstein soooo... Why do you always omit that part? Smh

Stop trying to get us to watch the video till the end. You are pandering. Doesn't look good.

Never listen to naysayer trolls, they are the kind of people who never accomplish anything of meaning in life

They will have to release the video, no choice, hanging of her will not be enough to keep officials safe, the bloodlust of the people for vengeance against her will be too high, she must be punished in a unique way
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Blast Oise  13 hours ago
Can I ask where God was whilst all of these children were being raped?

Maidservant of YehoVaH  14 hours ago
Arise YehoVaH! Righteous judgment through The MOST HIGH GOD! Discernment for HIS children! Salt and light!!!

Dianne Sullivan  1 hour ago
Public beheadings are to good for those sickos. They need to suffer God's wrath. May they burn in hell for eternity for their sins.

Dianne Sullivan  1 hour ago
Hemp oil is too expensive for most of us poor middle class Americans. Working 2 - 3 jobs and still can't pay the bills. How can we afford to pay for good health? It is our own govt that is making us sick - our air, water and food is all poisoned. I won't believe anything good is coming until the chemtrails are stopped and 5G towers are torn down.

magentawave  13 hours ago (edited)
According to Q, is bombing the crap out of Syria and murdering innocent humans there after an obvious FALSE FLAG "part of the plan"?

Sean P  15 hours ago
THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY, top of the sick CROWN

Linda Catz  9 hours ago (edited)
I can't find my comment to the people stating they feel there is something more dire about to happen, that the Cabal knows and isn't telling. I suggested to watch a recent video from The Right Media regarding food shortages. Here's the link: https://youtu.be/uhSEdYHthr

Linda Catz  12 hours ago
SGT: difficult as it is to report, all their evil deeds must be exposed for the still asleep and half asleep to see exactly what kind of evil witch they have been holding in such high esteem. Sadly, many will never 'see,' but the seed will be planted, and will eventually sink in and take root! I am in total amazement that the House of Windsor has not fallen.

Jesse Pierson  14 hours ago
Unsubbing....yet another statist. Damn only channel i seem to at all like anymore is high impactix. I stay away from right wing and left wing

Johnny Bravo  12 hours ago
Your boy trump is a puppet after all

RedSkaal  13 hours ago
You all better pray we do not go to war with Russia

watcher on the wall  14 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YIEs&t=6s
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s

death is far too easy for these people, they need extended torture for weeks...oh dear god help us deliver these people to their king for a rightful justice...satan, lord your word says to forgive them even 70 times seven, that's only 490 times...it's done deliver them now

A LEGAL ALIEN 9 hours ago
DJT's maternal grandmother's surname was CHRIST

Valentino Rossi 14 hours ago
i don't think colonel ghadafi was quite the monster we've been lead to believe.

Valentino Rossi 14 hours ago
is backpage just low hanging fruit?

Valentino Rossi 14 hours ago
don't forget bush

Carolann6081 12 hours ago
Thank God the investigators from the FBI and other agencies, have refused to allow this horror to go on another day. Also, investigators on internet and other, who refused to let this horrific evil go underground again. God Bless you all. And in memory of FBI Special Investigator Ted Gunderson who exposed the horror in the 1980s and was silenced. He

Read more

Jesse Tellez 14 hours ago
We must pray that our nation is saved from these satanic monsters.

Heiner Ali 3 hours ago
How about the Clinton child trafficking from Haiti...? Not the right color ???

Damir S. 7 hours ago
who is the girl at the end of the video and what is her horror story, those are horrible things she saw ...

Layland Syrus 14 hours ago
The Royals are a Plague on the earth.

Immaculate Heart 14 hours ago
All evil, all Satanic groups, all Masonic Lodges, all Secret Society, Modernists, Atheists, Communists... and the Freemasonry come from Talmudic Synagogue of Satan. They serve one master: Satan. All they want is to bring out the reign of AntiChrist and his darkness kingdom on earth. They had waited for 2000 years after they killed Christ. This

William Warren 6 hours ago
Horrifying what they do to His little one's, no other words, than pure evil. Great Video! Thank you for exposing the truth, of this evil.

Renaissance Permastead and Apiary 10 hours ago
Lord, please bring your full wrath upon these demons amongst us, give us your full armor as we combat them in our communities, they ARE everywhere.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YiEs&t=6s
TheSunflowers75  8 hours ago
We are awake! And this will end! Through prayer and a collective conscious consensus
God will hear our divine calling to end this for once and for all!!! The evil will have
nowhere to hide!!!

MrJoncz  6 hours ago
They want to act like witches they should be burned like witches.

Dennis Gauthier  11 hours ago (edited)
Veni, Vidi, Vici!

Ryan Morris  14 hours ago
Absolutely no way is this real, it can't be, please god say it can't be real.

THE STRANGE INDIVIDUAL  11 hours ago
As the bombs fly in Syria. For a chemical attack that Assad never did. Oh ya orange
man is the bomb

Dawn Taylor  9 hours ago
Fiona Bartlett also speaks of such horrors that she endured as a child. Normal people
just don't realise how evil these things (cannot call them human or people) are...

jimi sullivan  8 hours ago
OMG!

kingreddy  6 hours ago
Trump was on the 'Lolita Express'. 100% fact! Check out James Corbett's Youtube
channel for info on this and follow his references.

lorencedonald  9 hours ago
why is this video not out yet?

Salvator Mundi  14 hours ago
Nazi war crimes was the warm-up for the group now...

SuperNicoletU  13 hours ago
Ok so if they have video of this horrible stuff Hillary torturing then eating a child. They
should have her locked up NOW or something is wrong here!!!

Ethercruiser1  14 hours ago
#PEDOVORE: THE HORROR IS SYSTEMIC & GLOBAL
So sick, it's almost unbelievable. But nothing is beyond the Luciferians.

Eric Fontaine  15 hours ago
Have you noticed that 90% of these evil people are Democrats??

Have been following these paedo leaks everywhere and I believe you that it is Global and Systemic. You & Dr Corsi have huge work to do exposing this to the greater American people. There are many many people who just will not believe it. Thank you for your Faithfulness in researching and exposing this HORROR.

Its like the drugs on the border, catch everyone but yourself.

Please do some research on Isreal. They are being used. They are sitting in the middle of the start of WW3. And wake up, Trump already said he loves the Clintons. Trump is one of them, this is all a dog and pony show.

That is not CBD oil big given to that boy. CBD oil is not black. That is Rick Simpson oil and you know it.

Where is that interview at the end from?? who is the man interviewing the girl? this is just too sick if it is true it must be stopped.

Amen. Never been to Backpage personally...but wow...great to hear.. However... Why f with Syria!!!

OBOMA HILLRAY ARE LOW HANGING FRUCKS I WANT THE FRUCKS RIGHT OFF THE TIPPY TOP OF THE PYRIMIND

Until I see it...this is all just more clickbait...I've heard these same claims hundreds of times...and yet all these folks are still walking free.

I am experiencing soul loss just watching your vid let alone the original. God let these people suffer.

Wow 5 years.
Herd 173  14 hours ago
Oh Dear Lord. Stop these. Monsters. Please. Dear Lord. Be with our prez Trump. Protect him. Use him. Bring these Monsters to justice. Thnk you SGT. GBY. Keep you Safe also

Glenn Bennett  13 hours ago
Thank you for expertly exposing this dark malignant cancer. We will all weep, but the World must know or we will never rid ourselves of it and these people.

Russian Bot  11 hours ago
all right everyone who knows how to make Mill Stones and then time to make some rope for these monsters, PS who has a big boat?.. 5And whoever welcomes a little child like this in My name welcomes Me. 6But if anyone causes one of these little ones who believe in Me to stumble, it would be better for him
Read more

J Jaeger  2 hours ago
Have to call you out on this video Sean. 53k have seen it so far, and if they were dumb enough to read the post at the end as I was, their brains are now damaged. I woke up at 2am unable to sleep wondering what the purpose of this post was. Even if she is arrested and gets the death penalty, there is zero reason for the public to know these
Read more

Megan Jarvis  14 hours ago
I don't understand how people don't like President Trump!!——??????

mircas  9 hours ago
WOW!!!! JUST SPEECHLESS!!
I know this is hard to watch...BUT PPL NEED TO KNOW. i can think of many ppl that would not believe me if I told them about this.

EvoKe_01é  6 hours ago
CBD oil helped my seizures a little, they didn't stop until i switched from the medication dilantin to kepra.

J Jaeger  13 hours ago
Sean, by talking about this all this disgusting and perverse evil, all you/we are doing is boasting for satan himself. if there is no justice, in this case it would be capital punishment for Hillary and Huma, and many others, then there is no justice in this world. so why proclaim and display satan's evils? how does it benefit us? if the arrests, Read more

Andrew Schoenecker  10 hours ago
As a seasoned truth researcher of over 10+ years I, as have many others, have had to come to terms with evil. At times in our research we are forced to look this evil in the eye, acknowledge it, process it, and come to terms with it. The video of the young girl at the end of this video is one that I recall having a hard time dealing with. It almost broke Read more

Patrick Roche  5 hours ago (edited)
Heath blackmailed in to joining European Union he was raping and murdering young boys. How many young boys on lord Mountbatten's boat when it was bombed by IRA?

FalconMoose  14 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFsFp46YIEs&t=6s
The MGTOW Crypto Investor 10 hours ago
These people will pay. In this life or in the next. God help us

Randal R 14 hours ago
Being born in a country owing the federal govt 60,000 dollars is slavery, it is defined as indentured servant.
And it also cost 10-20k to have a child in a medical facility. Why?

Randal R 14 hours ago (edited)
Obey the Constitution, it's the solution. According to the John Birch Society..if the federal govt were operating on the Original ratified US Constitution for the united States, it would be spending 800 billion a year and have a surplus of 2.6 trillion. Divide 2.6 trillion, into 300 million Americans, that is 8.6 million per person. Talk about

Randal R 14 hours ago
WHOA! 144,000 boy virgins..... BOOM there it is.

Maryann 14 hours ago
God Bless.

Regina Savedra 14 hours ago
I hate her the B.

E M 14 hours ago (edited)
I just tried your link to Q and the Google creeps plastered up something to block the whole page. It says they have just infected my phone with a virus and to follow their instructions. I got the heck out of there. I hope they haven't ruined my phone. I know my conversations are being listened to because whatever is mentioned shows up on

Read more

Flying Gabriel 11 hours ago
It's hardly likely the Trump administration can prosecute Hillary for her fake war on Qaddafi when Trump has just started his own fake war on Assad. - even using the same Zionist controlled partners and an obviously fake reason.
At this point it's the exact same result feared from Hillary - war with Syria, Iran, Russia.